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this great source 

Mail coupon below- 
your subscription 
will start.ot once 

o money -making ideas 

Meet "The Capacitor"-the magazine that's published 
by Cornell-Dubilier solely to help servicemen speed up 
their work-build up their business. 

It has no frills - it isn't cluttered up with complicated 
mathematics-and you could read it for years without 
learning how to build a crystal set. Instead its articles are 
meaty, down-to-earth-practical discussions of the prob- 
lems every serviceman meets every day. Never before has 

there been such a great demand for helpful servicing ideas 
-and "The Capacitor" is C -D's answer to this demand. 

Use "The Capacitor" tohelp build up your service busi- 
ness-as it has for thousands of other successful service- 
men. Don't wait.-mail coupon NOW and your FREE 
subscription will start immediately. 

1910 1947 
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THE TRADING POST-Looking fora new 'scope at a bargain 
price? Need a helper? Have you anything to sell? If so, 
write up an ad and send it in to "The Trading Post"- 

.the serviceman's clearing house-which appears every 
month in "The Capacitor." This feature alone may make 
"The Capacitor" worth many dollars to you. 

LATEST FM CIRCUITS-"it works all right on Ail but when 
I try to 'use FM all I get is a lot of noise." You'll be 
hearing that story more and more as the new FM jobs 
come on the market. Get set for them now by keeping 
up with the new FM Circuits as they appear sin "The 
Capacitor." 

"THE CAPACITOR IS EXCELLENT"-"I received my first copy 
of 'The Capacitor' the other day and I want to tell you 
that I think it is excellent. The articles are very interest- 
ing and clearly written. You hare my congratulations 
on'a very fine magazine." Culled from the hundreds of 
letters received every week. 

CLIP COUPON-MAIL NOW 

Cornell-Dubiller Electric Corporation Dept. S-2 

South Ploinfield, New Jersey 

Please start my FREE subscription to "The Capacitor" 

at once 

Nome 

Address 

Zone Stole 

1 
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EXPERIENCED SERVICE-MENSAT 

"YOU CAN INSTALL HEN -RAGS WITH 

RADIO OWNERS expect more from 
their tubes today ... better tone -per- 

formance, longer life. They know elec- 
tronics has progressed with giant strides, 
and count on buying a share of the bene- 
fits with their repair -dollars. 
ken-RadsJuJll highest expectations. These 
quality tubes match your quality service. 
Ken-Rads are advanced in design-lead 
consistently in performance. General. 
Electric continuous research assures this.. 
G -E and Ken-Rad research works day -in, 
day -out to build greater shock -resisting 

170-F1-6860 

Write for Booklét,ETR-16,'"Essential 
Characteristics,-' the most complete . 

. digest of,tube information avaiÍable. 

IDEIICE" 

strength into tube design-toward more 
rigidity to prevent false responses from 
vibration and acoustical feedback-in the, 
direction of improved electrical constancy 
throughout tube life. 

To radio owners, such progress means 
better, more satisfying tone over a longer 
period of time. To you, it means profits, 
from a successful repair business based 
on a loyal, appreciative clientele. 
Install Ken-Rads to reap the reward that 
comes from handling an up-to-the-min- 
ute QUALITY tube product! 

DIVISIÓN OF GENERAL ELECTRIC 'C,OMPÁNY 

OWENSBORO, "KENTUCKY 

SERVICE, FEBRUARY, 1947 1 



EDITOROAL 
A COMMENDABLE PRACTICE to standardize 
many of the complex factors in the new 
type home and mobile receivers that fea- 
ture automatic phono units. f -m and tele- 
vision has been adopted- by quite a few 
manufacturers. Developed by the RMA 
Engineering Department, the standards 
provide for control of the dimensional 
characteristics of phonograph records to 
assure workability of record players and 
automatic record changers ; drive -pulley 
simplification to reduce the number of 
drive pulleys used in connection with vari- 
able capacitors and other r -f tuning devices 
(this standard will simplify the drive - 
pulley stocks of Service Shops); and 
standard methods of measuring automobile 
receiver pickup so that a yardstick for 
checking receiver operation will be avail- 
able. Other standards developed include a 
10.7-mc i -f for v -h -f broadcast receivers, 
an i -f sound channel of between 21.25 and 
21.9 me for television receivers and the 
300 ohm antenna -to -set transmission line for 
television receivers. Future sets will also 
.feature use of a color -coded chassis wiring 
s) stem so that it will be quite simple to 
trace wiring 

A move was also made recently to stand- 
ardize schematics and servicing data. The 
plan provides for standardization of band - 
switch layouts, tube envelope drawings, 
voltage data, methods of marking resis- 
tance values, etc. 

We hope that the standards will be 
adopted by all manufacturers and very 
soon. Everyone will profit-manufacturer, 
Service Man and consumer. 

The manufacturer will find his servicing 
department problems minimized. 

The Service Man will find that he is 
able to locate problems more quickly, cor- 
rect difficulties more accurately, return sets 
more promptly, service more receivers and 
increase his income. 

The consumer receiving a better service 
will be quite grateful and be of immeasur- 
able sales help to the Service Man. 

HIGH -VOLTAGE POWER SUPPLY design has 
been altered considerably to supply the un- 
usually high voltages required in television 
receivers. Up to 30,000 volts are now 
available from power supplies that are un- 
usually cdmpact and simple to operate. The 
trick is turned by using an oscillating tube 
circuit operating between 30 and 500 kc; 
a tuned tank circuit supplies the oscillating 
frequency. With these types of supplies, 
the high current danger is minimized be- 
cause the supply cannot deliver a danger- 
ous amount of current before the voltage 
drops to a very low level. 

The procedure has proved so effective 
that it will probably be included in many 
types of equipment requiring high voltages. 
Watch for a series of articles on the sub- 
ject in SERVICE. 
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Don't Waste Time Figuring How to Take It Apart 

PHOTOFACT" 

FOLDERS 
-r 

give you complete 

disassembly 1. 

instructions 

Do you lose valuable time discover- 

ing how to take out chassis, speakers 

and record changers from some of 

the new combinations? Are you fa- 

miliar in all cases with the proper 
sequence of removal? Whenever 

the procedure is complicated, PHO- 

TOFACT FOLDERS give you com- 

plete disassembly instructions- 
enable you to do an efficient job 
without damaging panels, dials, 
grilles or any other parts of the set. 
Better still, you're sure of getting 
them back together again in the 
quickest possible time. 

That's not all PHOTOFACT 
FOLDERS do. They make it easy 
to diagnose trouble, locate defective 
parts, decide on adequate replace- 
ments and get them in a hurry. 
They do this by means of exclusive 
numbered photographs, full -page 
easy -to -read schematics, complete 
parts listings, record changér anal - 
'Trade Mark Reg. 

yses and many other helps that as- 

sist you in making up to twice as 
many repairs a day. 

PHOTOFACT FOLDERS are the 
result of actually examining and 

testing the instruments covered. 

They are based on original re- 

search-not on "canned" or copied 

information. They cover all the 
latest radios, phonographs, record 

changers, recorders, communications 
systems and power amplifiers. Sent 
to you in sets of 30 to 50 folders, they 
cost only $1.50 a set. This includes 
membership in the Howard W. Sams 
Institute. Actually they cost you 

nothing for they pay for themselves 
over and over again in time saved. 

Over 25,000 radio service engi- 

neers use and depend on them! Give 
servicing worries the go-by! Spend 
less time, do better work-and more 

of it-by seeing your distributor or 

by using the convenient coupon. L 

a 

PUBLICATION DATES Ifl 

Set No. 13 . . . February 10 

Set No. 14 . . . February 25 

Cut this out and MAIL OR TAKE IT 
TO YOUR DISTRIBUTOR. If you do 
not know his name and address, send it 
directly to Howard W. Sams & Co., Inc., 
2924 East Washington Street, Indianapo- 
lis 6, Indiana. and we will see that your 
nearest distributor gets it. In Canada. 
write to A. C. SIMMONDS & SONS, 
301 King Street East, Toronto, Ontario. 
Canadian Price, $1.75. 

Send Set No. 14 (Feb. 25) 

Send Set No. 13 (Feb. 10) 

O Send Set No. 12 (Jan. 25) 

Send Set No. 11 (Jan. 10) 

Send me Volume 1 (including Sets 
Nos. 1 to 10) with De Luxe Binder, 
$18.39. Individual Sets Nos. 1 to 10, 
$1.50 each. 

Send me a De Luxe Binder (at $3.39) 

My (check) (money order) (cash) for 
is enclosed. (If 

you send cash, be sure to use registered 
mail.) 

PLEASE PRINT 

Name 

Address 

City Zone_1State 

Company Name 

My Distributor's Name 

City 

HOWARD W. SAM SI 
CO" 

INC. RADIO PHOTOFACT SERVICE 
In Canada-writ, to A. C. SIMMONDS d SONS, 301 King Street East, Toronto, Ontario 
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Call those of your customers who own fine radios-people to whom you 
have sold radios or homes in which you have serviced radios. Tell them 
you have a speaker that will make their old sets sound as fine as 
any brilliant .1947 model. Arrange to demonstrate this Altec Lansing 
speaker* in their homes. Suggest that they invite neighbors and 
friends to witness the amazing demonstration. The Altec Lansing 
Dia-Cone will so greatly improve tone quality and performance that 

further sales talk will be unnecessary. 

lodl6Ó0 Wia-Zkne 

'-Designed for installation in those fine sets where ultra -high fidelity sound repro- 
duction is desired. This speaker employs the exclusive Dia-Cone principle, repro- 
ducing high and low frequencies from separate diaphragms. 

ASK YOUR JOBBER ABOUT AVAILABILITY OS THIS SPEAKER. 

..AL.TEC 
.LAN SING CORPORATION 

1161 N. Vine St., Hollywood 38, Cal. 
250 W. 57th St., N. Y. 19, N. Y. 

v K E E P A " D V A N C I N G WITHALTEC LASS,' 

L 
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M 1-12296...30 watts 
Superbly styled in satin chrome 

++ 

and black. Plenty of power for 
the large auditorium, hotel and 

playground class of installation. 

s 

-.m.,npW {,p 

TO." 
0 

. _ 

MI -12295 . . . 15 watts 
Medium power, smart appearance 

. ideal for the smaller audi- 
torium, dance hall, church, res- 

taurant, or sound truck. 

TWO DE LUXE "PACKAGE" AMPLIFIERS BY RCA 

...with sales appeal - p((,/$ 

Specifications 

Frequency range 50 to 

10,000 cycles 

Gain -Microphone Input 114 db 

Phono Input- 
Model Mí-12295 

Model MI12296 
77 db 

100 db 

Input impedance- 
Low impedance microphone 250 ohms 

High impedance microphone 
100,000 ohms 

Output impedances - 
4, 8, 15, 60, 250 ohms 

RCA 6J7 input tubes ... greatly re- 

duce microphonics and hum. 

HERE is unbeatable value! Two high -quality, smartly 

styled amplifiers ... with power ranges covering a 

large proportion of the sound assembly requirements of 

your trade, packaged for over-the-counter sale. 

Both amplifiers use the RCA perfected inverse feedback 

circuit-achieving highly desirable frequency response and 

constantvoltageoutput,with negligible noise and distortion. 

Both have individual volume controls for each input, 
wide -range tone controls, separate "on -off" switches, and 

pilot lights. The sensitivity is high . . . rated output in 

each model being obtained with only 3 millivolts input. 

Many other advantages, including the profit -to -you set-up, 
are available. Write for further details on these-and the 
companion items of the complete RCA "Package Sound" 
Line.Address:Dept.76-B,Package Sound,RCA,Camden,N.J. 

SOUND EQUIPMENT 
RADIO CORPORATION of AMER/CA 
ENGINEERING PRODUCTS DEPARTMENT, CAMDEN, N.J. 

fn Canada: RCA VICTOR Company Limited, Montreal 

SERVICE, FEBRUARY, 1947 5 
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... IT'S A 

enáen 
4, 

SPEÁKER!` 
rot, 

COAXIAL 
SPEAKERS 

- 

MODEL 
HNP-51 

COAXIAL 
(ST -122), 

A 15 - 

inch articulated 
Coaxial 

with cone -type 

1-1 unit and horn -type h -f unit. Alnico 
5 

PM design 
throughout. 

Dividing 
network 

gives two-way 
performance. 

Wide -range 

response 
and excellent 

polar 
pattern. 

Ideal 
for FM receivers, 

high quality 

phonographs 
and similar 

applications, 

including 
monitoring. 

In Bass Reflex 
cab- 

inet, response 
ranges 

from 50 to 15,000 

cps. H -F Range 
Control 

lowers 
cut-off 

in four steps to suit program 
quality. 

Input 
impedance, 

500-600 
ohms. 

Maxi- 

mum 
power 

rating 
in speech 

and music 

systems, 
25 watts. 

List Price, 
$125.00. 

MODEL 
JAP-60 

COAXIAL 
(ST -600). 

A 15 - 

inch cone -type Coaxial 
with PM design. 

Furnished 
with H -F Rangé 

Control. 
Nom- 

inal input 
impedance. 

500-600 
ohms. 

Maximum 
power 

handling 
capacity 

in 

speech 
and music 

systems, 
20 watts. 

List Price; 
$86.00- 

- 

MODEL 
JHP-52 

COAXIAL 
(ST -601). 

A 15 - 

inch cone -type Coaxial 
like Model 

JAP- 

60 with efficiency 
approximately 

4 db 

less. Furnished 
with H -F Range 

Control. 

Input 
impedance, 

500-600 
ohms. 

Power 

handling 
capacity 

in speech 
and music 

systems, 
15 watts. 

List Price, 
$65.00. 

MODEL 
JCP-40 

COAXIAL 
(ST -603). 

A 12- 

irich Coaxial 
at tow cost. Ideal replace- 

ment 
and modernizing 

unit where 
12 - 

inch 
speaker 

is required. 
Simplified 

low-cost 
bridging 

network 
inbuilt. 

Ter- 

minals 
provided 

for addition 
of ST -606 

Level 
Control. 

Nominal 
input impedance. 

6.8 ohms. 
Power 

rating, 
10 watts 

in 

speech 
and music systems. 

List Price, $35. 

JENSEN 
MANUFACTURING 

COMPANY 

6621 
S. Laramie 

Ave., 
Chicago 

38, U. S. A. 

In Canada: 
Copper 

Wire Products, 
Ltd., 

SERVICE, 

l l King 
sr., W., Toronto, 

Oct. 

FEB R,JARY' 'I º47 

'TRABE 
MARK 

REGISTERED 

i'-` ---- 

t4 
It 

y 

4 COAXIAL 
SPEAKERS 

8 REPRODUCERS 

3 BASS 
REFLEX* 

CABINETS 

-.R'EP 
RQDUCERS 

UTILITY 
DESIGN 

iBrown 
Opaque 

Lacquer) 

DELUXE 
DESIGN 

ISºtin 
Finish 

Walnut) 

. . 

MODEL 
RA -151. 

Corn- 

plete with Model 
HNP 

51 Coaxial 
and H -F 

Range 
Control 

in- 

stalled. 
List Price. 

$181.15. 

MODEL 
RD -151. 

Com- 

plete with Model 
HNP- 

51 Coaxial 
and H -F 

Range 
Control 

in -1 

stalled. 
List 

Price, 

$201.00. 

MODEL 
RA -153. 

Com- 

plete with Model 
JAP- 

60 Coaxial 
and H -F 

Range 
Control 

in- 

stalled. 
List Price, 

$142.15. 

MODEL 
RD -152. 

Com- 

plete with Model 
JAP- 

60 Coaxial 
and H -F 

Range 
Control 

in- 

stalled. 
List Price, 

$162.00. 

MODEL 
RA -154. Com- 

plete 
with Model 

'HP - 

52 Coaxial 
and H -F 

Range 
Control 

in 

stalled. 
List Price, 

$121.15. 

MODEL 
RD -153. 

Com- 

plete with Model 
JHP- 

52 Coaxial 
and H -F 

Range 
Control 

in- I 
stalled, 

List Price, 

$141.00. 

MODEL 
RA -124. Com- 

plete with Model 
JCP- 

40 Coaxial 
installed. 

List Price S94.15. 

MODEL 
RD -122. Com- 

plete with Model 
JCP- 

40 Coaxial 
installed. 

List Price, $114.00. 
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Model 449 

NO OTHER INSTRUMENT 

OFFERS SO MUCH 

FOR SO LITTLE 

Ruggedness of a pocket portable . . , high sensitivity of a 

bench model . . . RCP's Model 449 gives you both . . . at 

a price way down among the lowest. 

When you take this fine instrument along on your service 

calls you're taking a complete testing unit in your coat 

pocket. With íts 5000 -ohms -per -volt DC sensitivity you can 

check voltage of high -resistance circuits . . . and its wide 

resistance range will measure up to two megohms with self- 

contained batteries. 

There's hardly a service problem that can't be solved with 
the Model 449 Multitester. Call your jobber now . . tell 
him to send one out TODAY. Complete with self-contained 
battery-PRICE $24.50. 

Write today for your copy 
.of RCP's new Catalog No. 

129. In addition to all the 
RCP instruments it con- 
tains' the famous Reiner 
line. Complete descriptions 
and handsome illustrations 
of America's leading high - 
quality testing instruments. 

0:'. 4 -40>__ . 
OHMS 

Sp 30 20 

FEATURES: 
Germanium -crystal-diode rectifier eliminates temperature and fre- 

quency errors. 

The 3" square. high -visibility meter is accurate to 2e/ and has e 

sensitivity of 200 microamperes. 

Six Instruments in one poeketsize unit. 

A -C voltmeter frequency response Is flat from 30 cps to 50 te. 

Spring -clip -mounted batteries are readily accessible. 

Metalized matched voltage multipliers have a tolerance of one per 
cent. This Is far closer match than in most instruments of this 
type. 

All -metal case offers complete shielding of instrument. 

All ratings are based on standard A.I.E. E. and R.M.A. speeifiea 
Hens at full-scale deflection. 

Size only 3"W x 21/4"D x 6"11. Weight: 2 lbs. 

RANGES. 
DC VOLTMETER: 0/5/50/250/1000 volts. First scale 

division --0.1 volt. (5.000 ohms per volt) 
A -C VOLTMETER: 0/5/50/250/1000 volts. First scale 

division 0.1 soft. (I.000 ohms per volt) 
D -C MILLIAMMETER: 0/.5/10/100/1000 ma. First 

scale division .fit ma. 
OHMMETER: 0/2000/20,000 ohms: 0/0.2/2 megohms. 

DECIBEL METER: -6 to +10, +14 to +20. +28 to 
+40, +40 to +52. The db-scale calibration is based 
nn a line Impedance of 500 ohm, 6 mllllwatts reference 
level. For other impedances correction charts are oup- 
islled. 

OUTPUT VOLTMETER: 0/5/50/250/1000 voila. First 
scale dlvlslon-0.1 volt. 

Ref' IASTRUMENTS-REST FOR EVERY TEST 

RADIO CITY PRODUCTS COMPANY, INC. 
127 West 26th Street, New York 1, N. Y. 
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SYLVANIA NEWS 
RADIO. SÉRVICE EDITInN 

FEB. Prepared by SYLVANIA ELECTRIC PRODUCTS INC., Emporium, Pa. 1947 

A PERFECT COMBINATION FOR A 
COMPLETE SERVICING JOB: 

SYLVANIA TUBES PLUS SYLVANIA 
TESTING EQUIPMENT 

Now, in addition to selling the best in tubes, radio 
servicemen can simplify their testing and trouble- 
shooting job with the latest and finest in testing 
equipment. 

The same high standard of manufacture that 
has always distinguished Sylvania Radio Tubes 

COUNTER TUBE TESTER 
Here's the last word in counter testers - 
made by the men who have tested tubes 
by the million. Not only does it test every 
type of radio tube in common use today, 
but provision has been made to permit 
quick adaptation to new tube types. 
The Sylvania Counter Tester Model 139 

is styled as carefully as it is engineered. 
Its smart two-tone green panel, with its 
white dial markings, is in harmony with 
the surroundings of the most progressive 
radio store. Compact, Portable Tube 
Tester Model 140 also available. 

_ -® 

;¡tA¡its " 
\ . 

has been incorporated into these accurate, new in- 
struments. This Sylvania high -quality combina- 
tion - tubes plus testing units - means that you 
will be able to give methodical, dependable service 
easily and economically. Remember to take ad- 
vantage of this combination now. 

POLY (MULTI -PURPOSE) METER 
The Sylvania Poly (MULTI -PURPOSE) 
Meter Model 134 provides, in a single 
compact instrument, the means of making 
a multitude of electrical measurements 
and tests. Electrical values measured in- 
clude audio, A.C. and R.F. voltages (up 
to 300 mc) ; D.C. voltages from 0.1 to 
1.000; direct currents from 0.1 milli- 
ampere to 10 amperes; resistances from 

ohm to 1,000 megohms. 
Instrument is compactly built, at- 

tractively styled, includes all essential 
accessories. 

1 

/ `1` 
Q 

-- - 

OSCILLOSCOPE, TYPE 131 
This instrument is especially useful in 
rapid receiver alignment and trouble- 
shooting. Controls are easily accessible. 
Hood shades face of 3 -inch cathode ray 
tube permitting use of instrument in 
well -lighted room. The cathode ray tube 
is shock -mounted and shielded against 
stray fields. 

Cabinet is steel construction, ventilated 
with louvers, and finished in attractive 
pearl-gray baked enamel. Easily carried; 
weighs only 18 pounds. Eight -foot power 
cord provided for quick installation. 

SEE YOUR SYLVANIA DISTRIBUTOR, or write to Radio Tube Division, Emporium, Pa. 

SYLUANIAELECTRIC 
MAKERS OF RADIO TUBES: CATHODE RAY TUBES; ELECTRONIC DEVICES: FLUORESCENT LAMPS, FIXTURES, WÍRING DEVICES; ELECTRIC LIGHT BULBS 

8 SERVICE, FEBRUARY, 1947 
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ONO OSCILLA RS 
Using Miniature Selenium Rectifiers 

1 11E ADVENT OF THE miniature sele- 

nium rectifier permitting unusually 
compact construction has prompted 
the duvelopment of many effective 
portable units. An interesting exam- 
ple of this design appears in the cir- 
cuit shown on the cover this month. 

A\ phono oscillator or a wireless 
phonograph, the unit is actually a tots - 

power broadcast transmitter wing a 

12SK7 oscillator -modulator stage pow- 
ered by a selenium -rectifier source, 
which can be modulated by either a 

phonograph or a crystal microphone. 
Set at any desired frequency, it can 
then be picked up by any conventional 
receiver within a radius of 200', thus 
providing a low-cost phono service 
tt ith a good percentage of modulation 
and low distortion output. 

Circuit Features 

Ilunt modulation, a common source 
of trouble, is reduced to a minimum 
by using d -c for the filament voltage. 
The source of this cI-c potential is the 
high -voltage feed of the power supply, 
which is dropped to 12 volts through 
a 740 -ohm resistor. 

This means that the power supply 
must be capable of delivering a com- 
paratively high current and conse- 
quently a 200 -ma selenium rectifier is 
used. Where the 200 -ma type is not 
available. two of the more common 
100 -ma types in parallel can be used 

an additional resistor as indi- 
cated by the dotted line in the dia- 
gram. 

The output of the power supply, 
alter the filter, is 84 volts. Ilowever, 
this output is based on the fact that 
the filter capacitors are exactly 40 
ntfd. if they are not, the output may 
vary. This is corrected by varying 
the 22 -ohm resistor until the proper 

(see Front Cover) 
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Fi,t,. 1. An instantaneousstarting IA7 phono 
oscillator using a selenium rectifier. Frequency 
of output is ordinarily adjusted to 1000.1700 kc 

range. 

value is obtained, or replacing the fil- 
ter capacitors. 

The 10,000 -ohm control is for modu- 
lation and is normally set at 30% 
modulation. This can be done by ap- 
plying the output of the oscillator to an 
oscilliscope and varying the resistor 
until the desired percentage of modula- 
tion is obtained. If a scope is not avail- 
able 30r(' modulation can be obtained 
by the following empirical method. The 
control is set to zero (completely coun- 
ter-clockwise).A receiver is then tuned 
to the frequency of the oscillator and 
the control is increased until a click is 
heard in the receiver. This point should 

be at approximately 30cé modulation_ 
The 500-nuufd unit is a tone capac- 

itor and can be adjusted for the most 

desirable tone quality. The value of 
this capacitor may vary for different 
phonograph pickups and should be 

carefully matched whenever a re- 

placement Of the pickup is made. The 
broadcast antenna coil and 20 to 160- 

ntmfd capacitor determine the oscilla- 
tor frequency. The coil can be any 
standard broadcast coil that is center - 
tapped. The values of the variable 
capacitor will depend mainly upon the 
coil and how much of the broadcast 
hand is covered. 

1A7 -Type Phono Unit 

For instantaneous starting a I A7 
phonograph oscillator, Fig. 1, can be 
used. This circuit takes advantage of 
the fact that the selenium rectifier rec- 
tifies immediately. Since the 1A7 has 
direct filament heating, the set will 
operate as soon as it is turned on. 
Howeter, the 125K7 is a sturdier tube 
and will take rougher handling and 
give better stability. 

A crystal microphone can be in- 
serted in either circuit by means of a 

double -pole switch. The microphone 
should be a high -gain type (output of 
over 2.5 volts at 40 cycles for normal 
speech input). If a low -gain micro- 
phone is used a preamplifier stage is 
necessary consisting of a 12SQ7 for 
the circuit shown on the cover and a 

1115 for the one in Fig. 1. 

Credits 

This information has been supplied 
through the courtesy of George Ean- 
narino, sales engineer, Federal Tele- 
phone and Radio Corporation, Newark, 
Xew Jersey. 
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A1/TOiIhilTJC RECORD CILIXCERS 
Farnsworth P-51 Automatic 
Record Changer 
THE P-51 RECORD CI!.\NGER is designed 
for twelve 10" or ten 12", but not 
mixed. Record shelf on this model 
should not be turned until the changer 
has stopped automatically and after all 
the records are dropped or removed 
front the record shelves. 

Two makes of motors are used, Alli- 
ance and General Industries. The com- 
plete motors are interchangeable, but it 

GREASE 

is necessary to identify the make of 
motor when ordering an idler pulley. 
Either make may readily be distin- 
guished by noting the location of the 
fan on the motor and the location of 
the hairpin cotter holding the idler 
,pulley. 

P=51 Service'Suggestions 

To remote turntable: The spindle gear 
may be wedged by a wooden block or 

OIL 

OIL GREASE.: 
DO NOT _LUBRICATE 

a wrapped screwdriver between be- 
tween it and the main cam, to prevent 
it front turning while the turntable is 
being unscrewed from the spindle (by 
rotating counter -clockwise). \Vhen 
replacing turntable, the C washer 
should remain fully inserted in the 
turntable shaft and the turntable should 
not bind on the idler pulley. The turn- 
table maw then be properly tightened. 
The record latch must be entirely in 
the recess in the spindle to permit the 

Pigs. 2 below) and 3 (left). Fig. 2 shows oiling 
and lubrication points at top of Farnsworth 
changer, while Fig. 3 shows oiling and lubrica- 

tion points for bottom of changer. 

DO NOT 
LUBRICATE 

I 

t u` 5'c 

"- 

t:! 
w 

'1 /--IOLER PULLEY 
Y 

i o , 

2227.2 
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Servicing Notes on the Farnsworth P 51, RCA 

RP -176 and Bendix G-205 Automatic Record 

Changers 

by GEORGE L. PETERS 

turntable to be replaced. Gas pliers 

should never be used to hold the 

spindle. 

To reprove idler pulley: After the turn- 
table has been removed, the idler pul- 

ley can be removed by slipping off the 

small hairpin cotter on the end of the 

idler pulley shaft. 
1\'hen replacing the pulley a single 

drop of oil should be used on the pul- 
ley haft. Oil should not be allowed 

to get on either the idler pulley or the 

turntable rim. 

Friction ¡rip assembly: The trip finger 

spacer is set on the tone arm support 
tube with an allowance of eight thou- 
sandths of an inch clearance between 
the cork Nvasher and the Itaseplate. No 

attempt should be made to adjust the 

friction trip by changing this clear- 
ance. The friction trip is adjusted by 

raising or lowering the tone arm crank 
on the tone arm support tube. after 
loosening the tone arm crank setscrew. 

Tone arm drop and needle landing: 
The needle should drop on the record 
at a position equi-distance from the 

outer edge and the first playing grooNe 

of a standard record. Von should 
make sure that the changer is in play- 
ing position; that is, the tone arm has 

moved over so the needle is on the 
record. To make adjustment for 10" 
record the tone -arm crank setscrew 
should be loosened and the tone -arm 
crank moved clockwise to mote the 
needle out. When staking this adjust- 
ment, the friction -trip adjustment 
should not be disturbed. After the 10" 
setting has been properly nlaule and the 
setscrew tightened, the 12" landing 
will usually be correct. If not it will 
be necessary to slightly bend the tone 
arm return lever near the point where 
it touches the 12" interceptor shaft. 
In both adjustments the record shelf 
must be in the corresponding 10" or 
12" position. 

Record latch. chatter: Any chatter de- 
veloping in the record latch may be 
corrected by applying a drop of light 
oil between the moving part of the 
turntable drive shaft and the stationary 
spindle. 

When repairs are being made a care- 
ful check should be made of all moving 
parts to make sure that no binding 

occurs. All moving parts should be 

checked for binding before springs are 

connected. 
All le\ ers which operate on shoulder 

studs should be assembled with the 

burred side of the retaining washer 
away from the lever. This method is 

necessary to prevent the washer from 
binding on the lever. 

Checking changer in cabinet: Before 
checking record changer in the cabinet, 
mounting bolts must be released and 

cardboard spacers removed; otherwise 
the changer will not properly feed rec- 
ords front the record support shelf and 
the tone am trill not position prop- 
erly on the record. If any adjust- 
ments are made with the changer 
bolted down and the mounting bolts 
then released these adjustments will 
have to be remade. 

When setting up changer it should 
be checked for a needle landing with a 

full stack of records, both 10" and 12". 

This is done by loading the record 

support shelf with twelve I(Yr records 

and moving the control knob to reject, 

allowing the record to play through 

and trip, checking the landing on the 

second record, then tripping records 

up to and including eleven. The elev- 

enth record should be allowed to play 

through and record twelve should be 

fed automatically, observing nee lie 

landing and automatic trip. This pt'o- 

cedure should be repeated with ten 12" 

and instead of records eleven and 

twelve substitute records nine and ten 

in the preceding section. Avoid using 

force in an effort to raise the tone arm 

to a greater height than permitted by 

the tone arm support. force may result 

in breaking of the tone arm. 

l ubricalwn: The record changer 

should be lubricated and cleaned peri- 
odically or when a major part or as- 

sembly is replaced. Dirt, old oil or 

grease may be removed tvitlt carbon 

tetrachloride or other similar cleaning 
fluid. 

There are our sections of the record 

changer that should never be lubri- 
cated. There are the friction trip as- 

sembly, tone arm support tube, starting 
lever assembly, and tone arm hinge pin. 

Light machine oil should be used on 
turntable drive shaft felts. tone arm lift 

Fig. 1. ' Constructional details of a support fur servicing changers. (Courtesy Farasu'orrh. f 
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GENERAL INDUSTRIES 
SET SCREW 

Fig. 4. Two types of motors used in Farnsworth changer; Alliance and General industries. 

lever rivet, record lift lever rivet and 
roller pin, tone arm return lever at the 
spacer, phono motor (one drop on felt 
at each end of shaft), idler pulley, 
crank link lever at pivot point and 12" 
interceptor shaft at bearing in base - 
plate. 

Light grease of vaseline type should 
be applied on the main cam tube or 
stud, main cam at gear teeth and cam 
track, tone arm return lever at guide 
spacer and at record lift lever and 
spindle ball. A very light film can be 
applied at the spindle and tube -bearing 
surface. 

Only a good grade of machine oil 
with a viscosity of SAE 10 should he 
used. Care should be exercised to pre- 
vent an excess of oil being used on any 
part and that no oil gets on the motor 
pulley, idler pulley or turntable rim. 

Every six months or once a year a 
thin coat of light grease of the 'saseline 

Fig. 5 
(RCA RP 176) 
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type may be applied to all surfaces of 
the main cam that contact lift levers 
and tone -arm lift lever. 

Record changer holder: For holding a 
record changer after removal from the 
cabinet, a support, Fig. 1, can be used. 

Materials required include one piece 
" plywood 141/2" x 15/", four %" 

door flanges, sixteen flat -head wood 
screws, M" long (diameter determined 
by size hole in floor flange), and four 

Fig. 6 
(RCA RP 176 
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pieces of /".pipe 12/" long threaded 
at one end. 

RCA RP -176 Automatic Record Changer 

THIS IS A TWO -SUPPORT, drop type, 
non -intermixing mechanism designed 
to play automatically a series of twelve 
10" or ten 12" records of the standard 
78 rpm type. 

Mechanism uses a crystal pickup 
cartridge, equipped with a sapphire 
point. 

The tone arm is automatically re- 
turned to rest position and the power 
removed from the drive motor, after 
the mechanism has finished playing the 
last selection of the stack. 

The changer is equipped with an 
eccentric tripping device to insure trip- 
ping on all standard records. The 
record support and separator are me- 
chanically linked, requiring only one 
operation for changing of record size. 
Mechanism is provided with a safety 
clutch to prevent damage in case of a 
jam due to a defective record. 

pickup muting switch is also in- 
corporated. This shorts out the pickup 
while the changer is incycle, and pre- 
vents mechanical noises of moving 
parts from being amplified. 

RCA RP -176 Servicing Suggestions 

In Figs. 5, 6 and i appear draw- 
ings illustrating how to correct such 
problems as incorrect landing, groove 
repeats; slow speed, etc. 

Bendix G-205 Record Changer 

SEVERAL ADJUSTMENTS ON THE G-205 
record changer are interlocking. Thus, 
in making one of these adjustments, it 
is quite possible that one or more of 
the others may need to be readjusted 
as a result. 

These interacting adjustments are 

Fig. 7 

(RCA RP 176) 
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Fig. 8 (below). Obtaining correct spindle rotary position in Bendix 
changer, by loosening spindle adjustment nut and rotating spindle 

bushing. 

SPINDLE (3) 
RECORD 
SUPPORT 
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EQUAL 
F 

HOLD DOWN 
FINGER ISi 

Fig. 9. Insuring firm engaging of drive wheel by turntable rim 
during cycle periods on Bendix changer. 

as follows, and should be made or 
checked in the following order: 

Spindle location: The spindle adjust- 
ment must be made only for the pur- 
pose of correcting clearance between 
the sector lever gear teeth (18) and 
record feed pinion gear teeth (20), or 
proper rotary position of the spindle. 
These two adjustments are made 
simultaneously, so that care must be 
taken that both are correct at finish of 

adjustment. 
To adjust gear teeth clearance, the 

spindle adjusting nut should be loos- 
ened lit" (located at base of spindle, 
underneath motor board) and spindle 
assembly cooled horizontally until cor- 
rect gear clearance is obtained. T he 
backlash between the sector lever (18) 
and the record feed pinion (20) should 
be approximately one-fourth the width 
of one gear tooth on the record feed 
pinion; Fig. 10. 

Correct spindle rotary position is 

obtained by loosening spindle adjust- 
ing nut and rotating spindle bushing 
(69). Proper rotary position is ob- 
tained when a straight line is formed 
by the center of the spindle (3), the 
center of the spindle cap bearing (2), 
and the center of the hold down finger 
(5) ; Fig. 8. 

It is quite possible, when making 
the foregoing spindle adjustment, that 
the spindle cap (2) and the eccentric 
may need correcting. It is suggested 
that both these adjustments be checked 
before proceeding. 

Pickup arm base: fter the spindle 
location has been adjusted, it is neces- 
sary that the distance front the edge 
of the record support (4) to the spin- 
dle be checked. The distance from the 
edge of the record support, in the 10" 
position, to the nearest edge of the 
center spindle is approximately -133". 

If this distance is incorrect, records 
may drop at an angle, or several rec- 
ords may drop at once. 

To adjust the proper distance, the 
two pickulr-arm base screws located 

under the motor board should be loos- 
ened and the pickup -arm base slid to 
or from the spindle until the correct 
distance (approx. 43I") is obtained 
from the edge of the record support 
to the outer edge of the spindle. 

Record support shelf: Correction of 
the pickup -arm base may necessitate a 
record support shelf (4) adjustment. 
Each end of the record support shelf 
must be equidistant from the center 
spindle. In the 10" position this dis- 
tance should be approximately 432"; 
in the'12" position, approximately 532". 

Two small screws located on top the 
pickup -arm base (60) are used to ad- 
just the degree of rotation of record 
support shelf. The one nearest pickup 
arm adjusts the 12" position of record 
support shelf while the screw farthest 
from pickup arm adjusts the 10" posi- 
tion. Each must be adjusted to cause 
a selected record to drop squarely on 
turntable. Improper adjustment will 
cause records to bind on one corner of 
the record support shelf and not drop 
squarely on turntable: Figs. 8 and 9. 

Drive wheel: The drive wheel (10) 
must firmly engage the turntable rim 
during cycling periods and completely 
disengage during playing cycles. Ad- 
justment of the spindle location may 
move the turntable such that reposi- 
tioning of the drive wheel may be nec- 
essary. 

The drive wheel is mounted in a Ira" 

hex head bushing (immediately under 
drive wheel) such that, as the bushing 
ís rotated on an eccentric, the drive 
wheel is positioned with respect to the 
turntable rim. 

When drive wheel , does not engage 
properly, grasp the flexible shaft be- 
tween the thumb' and forefinger, and 
with mechanism operating in the rec- 
ord -playing position, rotate the eccen- 
tric drive shaft bushing with a t?a" flat 
wrench until a slight drag between the 
drive wheel and the turntable rim can 
be felt in the flexible shaft. The hex 
bushing should then be rotated slightly 
in the opposite direction from before, 
until no further tendency to drag can 
be felt in the flexible shaft; Fig. 9. 

Fig. 10. Bendix G 205 motor -hoard layout showing how to adjust sector lever and 
record feed pinion so that backlash is IA width of gear tooth on record feed pinion. 
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Image orthicon which does not require brilliant 
lighting for pickup. (Courtesy RCA) 

1 HE MODERN TYPES OF TELEVISION 
cameras using electronic scanning em- 
ploy two types of tubes, the storage 
and instantaneous types. 

An example of a storage ty pe tube is 
the iconoscope (Fig. 1). This tube, 
developed by Dr. Zwory kin, consists 
eventually of an electron gun and de- 
flection system similar to that in many 
cathode-ray tubes, and a signal plate 
(Fig. 2) all combined in a glass en- 
velope. 

The signal plate consists of a sheet 
of mica, the front of which is coated 
with a photo -sensitive material. Cae- 
sium oxide o\ er silver has been com- 
monly used. These are formed in 
small globules in such a way as to be 
insulated from each other and appear 
as a mosaic surface. They are in- 
sulated from the back plate by the mica, 
generally used because of its efficient 
dielectric properties and its uniform 
thickness. 

In use the picture or image to be 
televised is focused upon the mosaic by 
an external camera lens in a manner 

Fig. 1. Iconoscope storage -type camera tube. 
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TELEVISION' 
Camera Tubes 

by JACK CHENOWETF! 
Technical Dept., WLW 

similar to that of an ordinary camera. 
\Vhen the image falls upon the mosaic 
each photoelectric globule will emit 
electrons in proportion to the amount 
of light falling upon it. Thus each 
photoelectric globule together with the 
mica dielectric and the plate directly 

'behind form a small capacitor. This 
being the case, the photo -sensitive 
globule having emitted some electrons 
will have .a positive charge, and due to 
the capacitive action will attract elec- 
trons to the plate directly behind it. 
The flow of electrons to charge the 
signal plate is up through R,, Fig. 3. 
It is now apparent that if there were 
no other elements in the tube and an 
image were flashed upon the mosaic 
and the light source removed the image 
would be retained on the mosaic for 
an indefinite time, depending upon the 
efficiency of the dielectric and how well 
the globules are insulated from each 
other. Hence the term storage tube. 

Scanning 

Now let us see how the image is 
scanned and removed to the proper 
amplifiers. This is where the electron 
gun comes in. \Vhen used in a cath- 
ode-ray tube the electron gun together 
with a deflection system emits, focuses 
and deflects a beam of electrons upon a 
fluorescent screen or face of the tube. 
\Vhen used with the iconoscope the 
electron gun is used to focus a beam of 
electrons upon the mosaic anti a deflec- 
tion sy stem is used to scan the mosaic 
with the beam at a predetermined rate. 

As previously mentioned the photo - 

Fig. 2. Signal plate used in iconoscope, con- 
sisting of sheet of mica, the front of which is 

coated with a photosensitive material. 

MICA 

PHOTOSENSITIVE.) SIGNAL 
MOSAIC PLATE 

electric globules had emitted elec- 
trons in proportion to the amount of 
light that had fallen on each and had 
assumed a positive charge. Now if the 
mosaic is scanned by the electron beam 
from the electron gun all the missing 
electrons will be replaced by electrons 
from the beam. As a result each of the 
individual capacitors consisting of a 
photoelectric globule, the mica insulator 
and the signal plate will be discharged 
as the beam passes over that part of 
the mosaic. The discharge path for this 
will be down through R, with the 
varying voltage taken from the top of 
R, through capacitor to input of a video 
amplifier. At first glance it might be 
thought that since both the charge and 
discharge of the signal plate appear to 
take place through the same resistor 
this circuit would not be practical. It 
must be remembered though that the 
charge takes place during the entire 
scan period, 1/30 second, and is for the 
entire plate so that the charge current 
will average out into essentially d -c. 
The discharge current on the other 
hand is made up of the discharge of 
the individual capacitors formed by 
each globule. Therefore the signal cur- 
rent which may be thought of as pass- 
ing down through R, is made up of 
varying or a -c pulses of extremely 
short duration. 

The iconoscope requires a rather 
high intensity of light on the subject 
to be televised. This disadvantage has 

Fig. 3. How electrons flow to charge signal 
plate. 
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IT'S NEWS-and good news for service men who want to see 
work move into the shop fast-and out again. The new line of 

General Electric service test equipment has been designed to do just 
that. Quick, accurate, efficient service work means more dollars, 
more satisfied customers and more business. 

First in this list of fine equipment is the Capacitance -Resistance 
Bridge, YCW- 1. Check the jobs it can do to make your job easier. 

Measures capacitance from .000005 to 200 micro - 
farads ± I% in three convenient ranges. 
Measures resistance 5 ohms to 20 megohms ± 2% 
in two convenient ranges. 
Power factor is measured on the high capacitance 
range by a potentiometer in series with the standard 
which has a scale of 0 to 50 percent. 
Insulation resistance is indicated directly by a panel 
meter. A O to 2500 megohm range is covered with 
a dc voltage supply of 500.volts. 
Electrolytic leakage test is provided which will indi- 
cate whether the leakage is excessive. 
Polarizing voltage - a continuously variable dc 
voltage supply from O to 500 volts is available for 
polarizing the electrolytic condensers. 
Turn ratio of transformers is measured by switching 
one coil or section of a coil into the Wien bridge 
circuit and the other section of secondary coil is 
compared with it. 

The YCW-1 is compact, portable and needs only to he plugged 
into any 1 1 5 volt 50 or 60 cycle line to operate. 

GENERAL ELECTRIC ELECTRONIC VOLTOHMETER 
The Type PM -17 permits measurement of actual operating voltages 
without excessive circuit loading or detuning. In addition to dc 
voltages, both audio and radio frequency voltages may be meas- 
ured from 200 cycles to more than 100 megacycles. An ohmmeter 
circuit is included for convenience in measuring high and low 
ohmic values of resistance. Fluctuations in line voltage and chang- 
ing of tubes have little or no effect on calibrations. Entirely port- 
able, it can he carried anywhere and can he plugged into any 1 1 5 
volt 60 cycle line. Supplied with the Electronic Voltohmeter are 
two alligator clips, two pairs of leads, and an r -f probe. 

GENERAL ELECTRIC OSCILLOSCOPE 
The CRO-5A is really a laboratory quality unit for service work. 
Accurate and rapid, it was designed primarily for studying voltage 
and current wave -forms, but it also can be used to study any vari- 
able which may he translated into electrical potentials by means of associated apparatus. 

All amplifier and sweep d -c potentials are electronically regu- lated to give a stable trace even under adverse power line varia- tions. The unit is compact, portable, and sturdy in construction 
so that ordinary jars and vibration will not damage it. Completely self-contained, it will operate on any 115 volt, 60 cycle ac power source. 

For complete information on these General Electric Service Test instruments, write to: General Electric Company, Electronics Department, Syracuse 1, New York. 

GENERAL ELECTRIC 

901.**' 411 I ̂ 
.a...! .1' 

-.-+ 
l; : 

Write for your copy 
of General Electric's, 
Electroilit Measuring 
EquipmenrCatalog. 
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Fig. 4. Image -dissector instantaneous -type tele- vision tube. 

been overcome by the image orthicon, which can operate with a candle light for lighting. 
Thus far we have discussed a tube of the storage type. Now let us con- sider an example of the instantaneous - type tube, such as the image dissector developed by Farnsworth. A version of this type tube, as shown in Fig. 4, consists of a photo -sensitive cathode at one end of the tube, and an anode and pickup electrode at the other end. Magnetic focusing and defection coils are located external to the tube. When an image is focused upon the photo- sensitive cathode each point on the cathode will emit electrons in propor- tion to the amount of light striking that point. These electrons, whose con- 

centration is proportional to the light that caused them to be emitted, will be attracted to the .anode which is at a positive potential. As might be thought these electrons would tend to disperse as they move down the length of the tube if some means of keeping them together were not provided. This is accomplished by the focusing coil, which is provided externally to the tube, and is used to focus the field of electrons on the anode. Mounted near the anode is a small pickup electrode 
which is coupled to the input of a video 
amplifier. This electrode is struck by some of the electrons and receives a current proportional to the light from that part of the picture. Scanning is 
accomplished by deflecting the entire field of electrons or electron image,'as 
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it moves clown the length of the tube, 
by vertical and horizontal deflection 
coils also mounted externally to the 
tube. The field of electrons is de- 
flected in such a manner as to move it 
across the pickup electrode at the 
proper scanning rate. This tube is 
considered to be of the instantaneous type since only the electrons that actu- ally strike the. pickup electrode are used to develop the picture signal while all 
the electrons that strike the anode are 
lost. The output of this tube can be 
greatly increased by the use of the sec- 
ondary emission method of electron 
multiplication. 

Inasmuch as one of the major diffi- 
culties encountered with the basic type 
tubes discussed thus far is the ;cry low 
signal output it is obvious that in order to develop a better tube some method must be used to increase the signal 
strength practically without increasing the illumination. One of the most 
practical ways of accomplishing this is the electron multiplier ; 931 type photo - 
tube. 

The 931, when connected as shown in Fig. 5, can give a current amplifi- cation of 200,000. When light strikes the photo -sensitive cathode of this tube the cathode will emit electrons which will be attracted to the positive poten- tial at the dynode 1. Upon striking this 
dynode each electron will dislocate sev- eral more electrons which will be at- tracted to the next dynode. This sec- ondary emission will be repeated at each dynode which will be at a suc- 
cessively higher positive potential. It can be seen that by the time the elec- trons reach the anode or plate they will have multiplied many times. For in- stance if one electron released from the cathode displaced five secondary elec- trons from dynode 1; and if this proc- ess were repeated at each succeeding 

dynode there would be 1,280 or more 
electrons striking the plate for every electron emitted from the cathode. This tube is not used for television but it sloes show very well a method by which a very high increase in signal current can be obtained in a television picture tube: 

The image orthicon, Fig. 6, is an 
excellent example of how the electron 
multiplier may be used in a television 

Fig. S. Electron -multiplier pltototabe, type 931. 

IMAGE SECTION 

18q? 
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Bottom, professional or studio iconoscope; top, amateur type iconoscope. (Con,,, sv RCA) 

camera pickup tube. This tube con- sists of three basic parts, an electron image section which actually increases the photoelectric current by secondary 
emission, an orthicon type scanning section and an electron multiplier sec- tion similar to that used in the 931. In the image orthicon the image to be 
televi!.ed is focused on the photo- sensitixe surface by an optical lens as. in the other types of camera tubes. This photo -sensitive face of the tube will release many electrons from its 
surface and the released electrons will 
be in proportion to the amount of light striking it. These electrons are at- 
tracted to and guided to the target plate. As these electrons in the form of an electron image strike the target each will dislodge several more elec- trons. This will leave on target an image of positive charges that will be 

proportional to the original image focused on the photo -sensitive surface of the tube. It can be seen at this point that this tube is a combination of instantaneous- and storage -type tubes. The beam from the electron gun is deflected so as to scan the back of the target, but in this orthicon -type 
(Continued on page 46) 

Fig. 6. Image orthicon. 
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Amphenol 

ALL -WAVE ANTENNA 

GETS ALL THREE! 

Purchasers of modern radios deserve good 

reception on all three bands-standard 
broadcast, short wave and frequency modu- 

lation. Until Amphenol engineers perfected 
this new all -wave unit, the only way to 

achieve this was to install three separate 
antennas, a costly and unsightly solution. 

The FM section of this new 3 -way antenna 
is a horizontally polarized dipole. It -operates 
most efficiently between 88 and 108 mc. 

A 65 -foot length of Amphenol Polyethylene 
covered copper wire serves as the standard 
broadcast and short wave antenna. The 

polyethylene covering minimizes precipita- 
lion static and assures long life. 

A specially designed series M derived 
low-pass filter automatically switches the 

energy from the proper antenna to receiver, 
input. 

Installation is simple. The mounting is a 
1 -inch steel mast b -feet in length. All hard- 
ware is included. P. guy clamp bolted to the 
mast provides for tripod guying. 

Vinyl -jacketed Amphenol 52 ohm coaxial 
transmission line serves'as a low -loss lead in 

and eliminates interference from transmission 
line pickup. Noisy areas are not a problem. 
withthis antenna. 

In a comparative test 'with the best avail- 
able standard double doublet (with matching 
transformer) the Amphenol All -Wave Anten- 
na proved far superior in gain-as well as 
being interference free. 

Write for complete technical data, or 'see 
your jobber for full information. 

CMPHENOL ALL -WAVE ANTENNA 

* FM dipole with molded 
phenolic weatherproof filter 
housing 

* 50 -feet Amphenol RG-5/U 
52 ohm coaxial cgble 

AMERICAN PHENOLIC CORPORATION 
CHICAGO 50, ILLINOIS 

UNIT INCLUDES: 

* Steel mast 5 -feet long with 
guy clamp and adjustable 
insulator 

* Antenna wire polyethylene 
covered 

* Buílt-in M derived network 

' YI 

-.. ,. ", 
..:.: ..>-:.. ,. . 

COAXIAL CABLES AND CONNECTORS INDUSTRIAL CONNECTORS, FITTINGS -AND CONDUIT ANTENNAS RF COMPONENTS PLASTICS FOR ELECTRONICS 
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Solutions To Major Problems Met in Servicing Automobile Receivers Today. 
Noise Remedy Procedures. Correcting Troubles in Ignition and Vibrator Circuits. 
SERVICING AN AUTOMOBILE RECEIVER is 
in many respects no different than ser- 
vicing an ordinary receiver, with 
capacitors broken down, resistors open, 
etc. But there are some factors that 
are peculiar to the auto set. It is usu- 
ally quite compact and may be some- 
what critical with respect to alignment, 
tnicrophonic tubes, intermittent opera- 
tion, noise, vibrator troubles. 

Obviously, the automobile receiver 
must operate under difficult conditions. 
The antenna used with it cannot be 
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by WILLARD MOODY 

very long or very high, hence sensitiv- 
ity is important. Because of the high 
noise level of the auto ignition system, 
special installation precautions are 
necessary. The vibration of the car 
engine and mechanical shocks on the 
road make reliability and rugged con- 
struction essential requirements. The 
location of the auto set next to the fire - 
wall of the car makes protection from 
heat necessary. Because of the dif- 
ference in the characteristics of the 
car interior, acoustically, and the 
acoustic properties of the average room 
in the home, a different type of audio 
response is necessary; usually tone 
controls are provided to secure the best 
results under varying conditions. Still 
another factor is ease of operation, 
leading to the development of push- 
button tuning and with it certain prob- 
lems of installation and servicing. 

A general understanding of basic 

Fig. 1. Basic ignition circuit of car. Ammeter and generator connections appear at lower left. Bypass capacitor has been omitted. 

Fig. 2 (right). Synchronous vibrator circuit. 

radio theory is essential before one can 
service an auto set or solve installation 
problems that often crop up. Unskilled 
labor can be used to a certain extent 
under supervision in making installa- 
tions, and often due to the design of 
the car and the relatively simple instal- 
lation instructions that may come 
packed in the carton of the new radio, 
installations may be accomplished by 
the relatively untrained with fairly 
good results. It's the unusual and the 
difficult jobs that stop the man with a 
feeble knowledge of radio. 

Ignition Circuits 

With used cars being sold and re 
sold, there may arise the necessity of 
moving one set to another car, which 
is not a new installation in a certain 
sense ami may present new problems. 
For example, the set may have a syn- 
chronous vibrator. If the polarity is 
different in the new car, a change in 
the vibrator circuit will be required. 
This requires a knowledge of ignition 
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circuits; Fig. 1 illustrates a basic 

circuit. 
When the ignition switch is closed 

and the interruptor switch is also 

closed, a current flows in L, and rises 

suddenly. The rise in magnetic flux 

through the core, because of linkage 
with L_, induces a high voltage in I.z 

due to the high step-up turns ratio on 

the transformer. The high voltage 

across L, is fed to the various spark 
plugs through a distributor switch, 
permitting firing of each plug in the 

proper order. The interruptor switch 
may be geared to the engine to provide 
a regular, periodic breaking of the pri- 
mary circuit so that pulses of current 
flow in the primary to give the varying 
field required for transformer opera- 
tion. The sparking at the interruptor 
is absorbed to a certain extent by the 
capacitor, C, but some interference in- 
evitably results. Also, there is spark- 
ing at the plugs, with further noise 

generation. To limit the noise, it 
sometimes proves helpful to shunt a 
capacitor directly across the battery 
terminals. This capacitor should be of 
the shielded type, with the shielding 
grounded to the car frame. The noise 

may also be cut down by using a suit- 
able suppressor in series with the dis- 
tributor arm and individual suppressors 
on the various spark plugs. First a 

suppressor should be tried on the dis- 
tributor and then if necessary suppres- 
sors can be tried on each plug. Spark 
plug suppressors should not be used 

unless required since they tend to cut 
down engine efficiency. In some cases 
it is practical to shield the wiring to 
the distributor arm and to the spark 
plugs, butt usually this cannot be done 
or not very economically. In some 
airplane installations the wiring may 
actually be shielded and bonded to the 
frame of the plane for minimizing noise 
and interference. 

The ammeter and generator connec- 
tions are shown in the lower part of 
Fig. 1. Usually a capacitor is con- 
nected from an ammeter terminal on 

the dash or instrument panel to the 
panel metal for grounding. Another 
capacitor of the shielded type may he 

connected between the generator and 
ground, with the car frame serving as 

the ground, or the engine block. If 
the engine is floated on rubber it may 
he necessary to bond it to the frame of 
the car using flexible copper braid 
which has been tinned for protection 

front corrosion and easier soldering. 
The bypass capacitor connections are 

not shown in the drawing, as they are 

so simple to make. The cut-out oper- 
ates so that the battery will not dis- 
charge into the generator when the 

generator voltage falls below that of 

' 65A7GT 6SK7GT 
O5C - TNAASL. 1-f. 

1 1 A 

6507GT 6V6GT 
Ott- AVC-A-F OUTPUT 

Fig. 3. Silvertone auto set, model 7091, using a non -synchronous vibrator. 

the battery. If noise is heard clue to 
make -and -break action at the contacts, 
they may be shunted with a capacitor, 
but this is not usually necessary. 

In Fig. 1 the positive terminal of the 
battery is insulated front ground, the 
negative is grounded. In some cars 
reversed polarity for the ignition sys- 
tem is encountered. If the receiver 
uses a non -synchronous vibrator and 
tube rectifier, the polarity doesn't mat- 
ter; for the synchronous vibrator cir- 
cuit the polarity may be shifted by re- 
versing the leads to the primary or 
secondary windings of the vibrator, but 
not to bout windings. 

A typical basic synchronous vibrator 
circuit is shown in Fig. 2. C, is an r -f 
bypass. C_ the usual buffer and C3 and 
C, filter capacitors. This type of vi- 
brator functions as a mechanical recti- 
fier as explained in standard texts. 

The non -synchronous vibrators are 
more commonly encountered; a set 
using this type of circuit; is shown in 
Fig. 3 (Silvertone 7091). The OZ4, 
used sometimes, causes a great deal of 
noise and can be replaced, in the recti- 
fier circuit, with a full -wave rectifier 
of the 6X5GT type having a high - 
vacuum design. 

One of the most commonly encoun- 
tered jobs in auto radio is getting rid 
of noise. Servicing the set itself for 
a noisy or intermittent condition is 

Hutch like servicing an ordinary re- 

ceiver for the same troubles, since the 

circuits are standard and basic servic- 
ing techniques apply. The essential 
differences occur in the type of instal- 
lation of the car set. Recognition of_ 

the noise and identification are helpful 
in servicing. 

Noise Remedy Procedures 

(1) Try'the set with car standing 

still and engine not running. 
(2) Allow the engine to idle or 

runt at a slow speed while the car 

stands still. 
(3) Speed up the engine with car 

standing still. 
(4) Drive the car and note the 

interference. 

If the noise is heard with the engine 
not running. the fault lies in the set 
itself in all probability. A defective 
vibrator may cause excessive noise, as 
may a leaky or open buffer capacitor. 
A leaky filter that is increasing the 
drain on the power supply will cause 
the vibrator circuit current to go up, 
producing excessive sparking at the 
contacts and noise. A microphonic or 
intermittently shorting tube ntay cause 
noise. \ poor contact in the voice coil 
circuit or an off -center cone may make 
noise evident. Distorted and off -center 
cones are very commonly encountered 
in auto radio work. The extremes of 
temperature and humidity make cones 
troublesome. A loose rattle type of 
sound may be due to a tube shield that 
is not seated firmly or to vibration by 
sound waves of some object on the 
dash, perhaps a cigarette ash tray or 
some other device. 

If noise is heard while the car is not 
in motion and engine not running, the 
fault most likely is in the set. If the 

(Continued on page 51) 
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6 Exclusive Features Make 
This the Finest Roll Chart Ever 
Designed for Tube -Testers 
'.'No Backlash" feature of this Roll Chart auto- matically fakes up all slack in the paper chart and, by keeping if in constant tension, makes it impossible to turn the selector wheel without turning chart. Gives precision selection at all times. Also prevents chart from fearing or get- ting out of alignment. 
Gearing is such that, only 6 turns of selector wheel will run the entire length of the 121/: ff. chart. 
Easy to read. The clear Lucite window is lust wide enough fo show 2 tube settings, or both settings on a multi -purpose tube. 
Entire unit removable by taking out four screws. Just lift from receptacle to make new entries or install new chart. 
Chart ingeniously fastened to rollers, affording easy replacement and constant alignment. 
Rigid, light -weight construction. Gear driving mechanism incorporates heavy-duty precision brass gears and ports. 

o 
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THAT 

3oSRC 

woos* Model with 
lobe-tester 

"No BaCkb0sh" 

Roll Chart 

-,.. ill. -.J 

With the addition of the new Simpson "No 
Backlash"* Roll Chart to the 1947 version of our Model 305, this famous instrument becomes 
beyond question the finest tube -tester on the 
market in its price range. Read the description of this new Roll Chart in the panel below. 

Model 305RC provides for filament voltages from .5 volts to and including 120 volts. It tests loctalc, single ended tubes, bantams, midgets, miniatures, bal- last tubes, gaseous rectifiers, acorn tubes, Christmas tree bulbs, and all popular radio receiver tubes. 
Like other Simpson tube -testers, the Model 305RC incorporates 3 -way switching which makes it possible to test any tube regardless of its base connections or the internal connections of its elements. This method, the result of exhaustive research and expensive construc- tion, protects the Model 305RC against obsolesence to a degree not enjoyed by competitive testers. No adap- ters or special sockets are required. In addition to hav- ing a complete set of sockets for every tube now on the market, this tester has a spare socket, to provide for future tube developments. 

The Model 305RC has provision for testing pilot. lamps of various voltages as well as Christmas tree bulbs. It tests gaseous rectifiers of the OZ4 type-also tests ballast tubes direct in socket for burnouts and opens. Has neon bulb of proper sensitivity for check- ing shorts. This tube -tester is fused, and has the latest improved circuit. It provides for line adjustment from 100 to 130 volts, with smooth vernier control. 
Model 305RC is distinguished for its beautiful ex- terior. It has a two-tone metal panel in red and black on a satin -finished background. Sockets and controls are symmetrically arranged for quick operation. The large, modern, fan -shaped instrument has an excep- tionally long scale. It has "good" and "bad" English markings, also a percentage scale for matching and comparing tubes. Cases, both portablet and counter style, are made of strongly built hardwood, durably and beautifully finished. 

Size, 11"xl1"x6". Wt. 10 lbs. Shipping wt., 15 lbs. Dealer's net price, portable or counter model $59.50 For 60 cycle 115 volt current only. For 220 volt or 60 cycle, add 7.50 Standard Model 305, with book -type speed chart 49.50 

Counter Model 305RC. Same instrument as portable model, but set in fine walnut finished hardwood case, with tilted, easy - to -use panel. 
iFinished hardwood cases are standard on port- able models. When these are not available, the instrument is housed in attractive simulated -leather covered case. 

SIMPSON ELECTRIC COMPANY 
5200-5218 W. Kinzie Street, Chicago 44. Illinois In Canada, Bach -Simpson. Ltd.. London, Ont. 



FIGURE IT OUT FOR YOURSELF... 

WHAT ARE THESE FEATURES OF 

RIDER MANUAL VOL. XV 

WORTH TO YOU? 
What, in dollars -and -cents, is it worth to you, to have the services of Volume 

XV at your fingertips; this year, next year-for as long as the receivers 

produced during 1946 keep coming to your shop for repair? 
What is the cash value of the time -saving benefits you will get from the 

exclusive features of this latest Rider Manual? (Volume I is still paying profits 

to servicemen who bought it sixteen years ago!) 
Below are highlights of Volume XV features. Figure it out for yourself. 

What are they worth to you? As supply is limited, order Volume XV today. 

RIDER MANUAL 

VOLUME XV - JUST OUT 

1984 Pages (Plus 150 page "How It Works") 

The greatest single volume of Rider 

Manual yet published! Nowhere else 

will you find anyfhing to equal Vol- 
ume XV in completeness and helpful- 
ness. Nowhere else will you find the 
wealth of vital servicing data-receiv- 
er schematics, voltage data, align- 
ment data, resistance values, chassis 
layouts and wiring, and trimmer con- 
nections for receivers that were pro- 
duced during the year 1946. Nowhere 
else will you find such authoritative 
data so complete and so systemati- 
cally bound in one volume, ever 
ready, year after year for quick, 
easy reference. 

That's why, for seventeen years the 
experience of successful servicemen 
throughout the world has proved, 
"You Con't Go Wrong With a, Rider 
Manual." . 

RIDER MANUALS- IN 15 VOLUMES 

Volume XV $18.00 
Volumes XIV to VII each volune 15.00 
Volume VI 11.00 
Abridged Manuals I to V (1 vol.) 17.50 
Record Changers and Recorders 9.00 

\ SCia id /LPd 1CKP.fíiailed r7 

"Clarified schematics" do a job which you have had to do on 

every multi=band receiver and combination set coming into 

your shop. "Clarified schematics" break down the composite 

diagrams of hundreds of complicated multibarid receivers, pro- 

viding you with exclusive, individual schematics of each and 

every circuit os it exists with each turn of the wave band or 

equipment switch. With a "clarified schematic" before you, 

you save the time heretofore spent tracing out an original 

schematic to find which components are in operation under 

different positions of the wave bond switch. We have saved this 

time for your shop, by doing it for you in our laboratories. 

On this one "plus" service we have spent tens of thousands 

of dollars in order to save you hundreds upon hundreds of 

hours each year. 

WHAT'S IT WORTH TO YOU? ... 

'HAM" COMMUNICATION 
RECEIVERS 

All popular "Ham" sets are 
covered in Volume XV. This in- 
formation opens up a profitable 
market for the competent serv- 
iceman who can 'now offer 
"hams" the benefits of a local 
alignment service. 

WHAT'S IT WORTH TO YOU? 

i 

New - 4ir 

SEPARATE BOOK - "HOW IT WORKS" 

Accompanying each copy of Volume XV, is the 150 page 
book "How It Works," a practical guide to the theories 
of operation of the new technical features of the latest 
receivers. It explains and illustrates the functions of those 

"gimmicks" and "gadgets" which cause time -wasting head- 
aches when not recognized and understood by the service- 
man. 

WHAT'S IT WORTH TO YOU? ... 

RECORD PLAYER COMBINATIONS YEAR AFTER YEAR, AFTER YEAR 
Maximum coverage and all pertinent information on 
record players and changers in post-war combinations. RIDER MANUALS 

WHAT'S IT WORTH TO YOU? 
Pour Out Profits For Servicemen iilowsww~lr 

JOHN F. RIDER PUBLISHER, INC. 404 4th AVENUE 

SCOTT RECEIVERS 

Volume XV brings you complete 
information on all Scott re- 

ceivers. "Clarified schematics" 
on these sets break down even 
the control switching circuits. 

WHAT'S IT WORTH TO YOU? 

MAGNAVOX 
RECEIVER -AMPLIFIERS 

Volume XV is the only place where 
you will find a complete compila- 
tion of the various receiver -am- 

-a plifier combinations produced by 
Magnavox during the ten years 
between 1937 and 1946. 

WHAT'S IT WORTH TO YOU? 

NEW YORK 16, N.Y. 
Export Div.: Rocke-International Corp., 13 E. 40 St., N. Y. C. Cable: ARLAB 

RIDER RADIO ROOKS KEEP YOU IN TOUCH WITH SUCCESS 
Inside the Vacuum Tube 

Solid concept of theory and operation $4.50 

Understanding Microwaves 
Provides foundation for understanding 

Radar 
Entertaining, revealing, in lay language 1.00 

The Cathode Roy Tube at Work 
Accepted authority on subject . 

Frequency Modulation 
Gives principles of FM rodio . . . 2.00 

The Meter at Work 
6.00 An elementary text on meters 

Servicing by Signal Tracing 
Basic Method of radio servicing . 4.00 

. $2.00 

The Oscillator at Work 
How to use, test and repair . . . 2.50 

Vacuum Tube Voltmeters 
4.00 Both theory and practice 

Automatic Frequency Control Systems 
-alto automatic tuning systems . . . 1.75 

2.50 

A -C Calculation Charts 
Two to five times as fast as slide rule . 7.50 

Hour -A -Day -with -Rider Series- 
On "Alternating Currents in Radio Receivers" 
On "Resonance & Alignment" 
On "Automatic Volume Control" 
On "D -C Voltage Distribution" $1.25 each 

This new Rider Book, soon to 
be announced, will be of last - 
ing usefulness to everyone in. 
terested in any phaseof radio. 
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MINIATURE TUBES are now making their appearance in many receivers. According to a recent announcement by RCA, 40 types of miniatures have 

JVews 
already been developed and are now being manufactured. These include voltage regulators, high -frequency di- odes, r -f amplifier pentodes, pentagrid 

Miniature -tube reference chart. 

converters, power -amplifier pentodes, diode pentodes, super-cóntrol r -f am- plifier pentodes, thyratron tetrodes, h -f (Continued on page 46)- 

0A2 Voltage Regulator (Cold -Cathode Glow -Discharge Type). Electrically similar to the larger type0D3/VR150. 
6AT6 6 

Duplex -Diode High -Mu Triode of the heater -cathode type. Similar to the metal type 6SQ7 For.use as a combined detector, amplifier, and auto- merit-volume-comrol tube in compact broadcast receivers. 

6AU6 
R -F Amplifier Pentode with sharp -cutoff characteristic. Similar to the metal type 6SH7. Features high transconductance and low grid -plate capacitance. Useful asa limiter tube in FM receivers. R -F Amplifier Pentode with remote -cutoff characteristic. Similar to the 6BA6 metal type 6SG7, Features high transconductance and low grid -plate capacitance. For use in the r -f stage of FM receivers in the 88-108 Mc _ band. - ---- Pentagrid Converter. Similar to the metal type 6SA7. Useful as a mixer 6BE6 (first detector) tube, and as an oscillator in superheterodyne circuits. Has conversion transconductance of 475 micromhos with 250 volts on the - plate. For use in FM receivers in the 88-108 Mc band. H -F Power Triode of the heater -cathode type. Useful as a class C amplifier 6C4 and oscillator. Has class C output of about 5.5 watts at moderate frequen- tits and 2.5 watts at l50 Mc. 

U -H -F Amplifier Triode. For use primarily as a grounded -grid amplifier at frequencies up to S00 Mc. Features an extremely high transconduc- 
614 ranee of 12000 micromhos, a mu of 55. and relatively low cathode grid capacitance and plate -grid capacitance. 

H -F Diode of the heater -cathode type. For use as a discriminator tube in 1A3FM receiver's and in portable hf measuring equipment. Resonant (re- quency, about 1000 Mc, 

1L4 R -F Amplifier Pentode of the filamentary type. Features sharp cutoff characteristic. For use in FM and AM receivers. 
Pentagrid Converter. Useful as a mixer tube and oscillator in superheter- 1R5 odyne circuits. Has a conversion transconductance of 300 micromhos with 90 volts on the plate. 

1S4 Power Amplifier Pentode of the filamentary type. Capable of handling an audio power output of 270 milliwatts. For use in broadcast receivers. 
1S5 Diode -Pentode of the filamentary type. A combined diode and a -f pentode providing high voltage gain. For use in broadcast receivers. 
1T4 Super -Control R -F Amplifier Pentode. Useful as an r -f or an i -f amplifier and as an automatic-volume control tube 

1U4 
R -F Amplifier Pentode with sharp -cutoff characteristic. For use in low- drain battery -operated receivers. Similar to type IL4. 

2D21 
Thyratron (Tetrode Type). Useful as a relay tube and in grid -controlled rectifier apparatus. Will operate directly from a high vacuum phototube. Similar electrically to the larger type 2050. 

616 Twin -Triode of the heater -cathode type. Particularly useful as a mixer tube at frequencies up,to 600 Mc. May also be used as an oscillator - 6X4Full-Wave High -Vacuum Rectifier of the heater -cathode type. Similar to~ the metal type 6X5 or the glass type 6X5-GT. For use in auto receivers. 

3A4 
Power Amplifier Pentode of the filamentary type, Can handle an a -f out- put of 700 milliwatts, or an r -f output of 1.2 watts at 10 Mc. Hisfilament arrangement for either series or parallel operation. DuplexDiode High -Mu Triode. Identical with type 6AT6 except for 12AT6 12 -volt heater. Equivalent in performance to the larger type 12SQ7. _For_use in compact ac de receivers. 

Twin -Triode of the filamentary type with filament arrangement far either 3A5series or parallel operation. For use in h -f applications. Has class C output of about 2 watts at 40 Mc. 

l26Á6 
RF Amplifier Pentode with remote -cutoff characteristic. Identical with type 6BA6 except for 12 -volt heater. Equivalent in performance to the larger type I2SG7. For use in compact ac_ dc_ receivers. 

Power Amplifier Pentode of the filamentary type. Features high power sensitivity. Can handle a relatively high audio output of 270 milliwatts. For use in 3 -way battery portable receivers. 
_ 

- -- -- 
- 

Pentagrid Converter. Identical with type 6BE6 except for 12 -volt heater. 126E6 Equivalent in performance to the larger type 12SÁ7- For use in ac, do receivers. 3S4 
Power Amplifier Pentode of the filamentary type. For use in 3 -way bat- eery portable equipment. Similar to type 1S4 but has filament arrange- mentforeitherser,esorparalleloperation, 

Half -Wave High -Vacuum Rectifier of the heater -cathode type. Equiva- 35W4 lent in performance to the larger type 3525-GT. Heater is provided with a tap for operation of a panel lamp. For use in compact ac de receivers. 
^ 4513 

Hal( -Wave High -Vacuum Rectifier of the heater -cathode type. Its small size. low dissipation, and heater rating of 0.075 ampere at 45 volts make - - 
it especially useful in 3 -way battery portable+eceivers. 

5065 
Beam Power Amplifier of the heater -cathode type- For output use in , ac dc receivers. Has a maximum signal power output of 1.9 watts. Equiv. alent in performance to the larger type S0L6-GT. 

Power Amplifier Pentode of the filamentary type. Identical with type 3Q4 except for basing arrangement. For use in 3 -way battery portable receivers. R -F Amplifier Pentode with sharp -cutoff characteristic. Features high 6AG5transconductance and low input and output capacitance. Useful as an i -f video amplifier and as an r -f amplifier up to 400 Mc. 
R -F Amplifier Pentode with sharp -cutoff characteristic. Features high_Half-Wave transconductance, low input and output capacitance, and low input con- 

6ÁK5 
ductance at high frequencies. Useful as an r -f amplifier up to 400 Mc. 

-- 
High-Vacuum Rectifier of the heater -cathode type- Useful for 117Z3 supplying rectified power to 3 -way battery portable equipment. its heater may be operated directly across a 1 1 7 -volt ac or de supply line. 

6ÁK6Power Amplifier Pentode. For use either singly or in push-pull in the output stage of compact receiver equipment. Can handle an a -I power output of 1.1 watts. Similar electrically to the larger glass type 6G6 -G. 
Half -Wave High -Vacuum Rectifier of the filamentary type. Features a 1654 maximum peak inverse rating of 7000 volts, and a low filament current of 0.05 ampere. Twin Diode of the heater -cathode type. Its high-perveance feature makes 6A15it particularly useful as an FM detector. Tube drop. 10 volts at 60 ma. per diode. Resonant frequency of each unit, 700 Mc approx. 
Detector Amplifier Pentode with sharp -cutoff characteristic. For use as 9001 an r -f amplifier or detector in u -h -f service. Its low current requirements 
provide a superior signal-to-noise ratio. 

6ÁQ5Beans. Power Amplifier of the heater -cathode type. Has characteristics similar to those of the larger type 6V6. For use in automobile and ac -oiler- ated receivers. 9002 U -H -F Triode. Useful as a u -h -f detector and amplifier. May be used as 
an oscillator in superheterodyne receivers at frequencies up to 500 Mc. 9003 U -H -F Pentode with remote -cutoff cbaracteristic. Useful as a mixer or as 

an r -f or i -f amplifier in u-hf service. 

Duplex -Diode High -Mu Triode of the heater -cathode type. Similar to the 6AQ6metal type 6Q7. For use as a combined detector, a -f amplifier, and auto- merit -volume -control tube, 
9006 UH-F Diode of the heater -cathode type. ype. For u -h -f senice as a rectifier, detector. or measuring device. Resonant frequency, about 700 Mc. 
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Back in 1935, Mr. Hopper purchased and installed a Radiart Vibrator, 

type 3315.. On October 14, 1946, eleven years later, Mr. Hopper wrote 

in to order a new Radiart to replace the original which had finally 

worn out AFTER ELEVEN YEARS OF TROUBLE -FREE PERFORMANCE! 

This amazing record is only one of the many in our files attesting to the 

superiority of Radiart products. Designed to exacting specifications, 

of the highest quality materials, Radiart Vibrators, Vipowers and Aerials 

are as perfect as modern manufacturing methods can make them. 

Ask to see these quality lines at your jobbers today or 

write for new illustrated Vibrator. 

Guide and Catalog. 

TNORDARSOM... MIISSNER... RADIART PRODUCTS 

BISTRO AND RECOMMENDED BY PHOTO -FACT FOLDERS 

ELECTRONIC DISTRIBUTOR A ti D INDUSTRIAL SALES DEPARTMENT 

MA.GUIRE INDUSTRIES, INCORPORATED 
936 N. MICHIGAN AVE. CHICAGO 11, ILLINOIS 

EXPORT SALES DIVISION SCHEEL INTERNATIONAL, INCORPORATED 
1 

4237-39 N. LINCOLN AVE., CHICAGO 18, ILL. U.S.A. CABLE ADDRESS - HARSCHEEL 
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SPIDER SUPPORT =-- 
SURFACE 

CONE 

SPEAKER 
FRAME 

CONE SUPPORT 
SURFACE 

SERVICING 
HELPS 

REPLACING SPEAKER CONES 
IN REPLACING A CONE it iS necessary to 
disassemble the cone with the voice coil leads being unsoldered first, the cone then being torn away and coil 
assembly parted from the frame of the speaker. Then the surfaces to 
which the spider and cone were ce- mented are cleaned by saturating with 
acetone until the material can be. 
scraped away from the frame. The voice -coil gap in the speaker frame is 
then cleaned out with a dampened, 
tintless paper. 

Assembly then follows, as shown in 
Fig. 1. First speaker cement' is 
spread over the spider support sur - 
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face of the speaker frame so that when the spider is in place the complete Sur- face of the spider mounting flange will be wetted by the cement. You must be careful not to get cement near the voice -coil gap. 
1fter this cement operation, the spider must be placed immediately in its proper position in speaker frame, making sure that the voice coil is ap- proximately centered in the gap. The voice -coil leads should be turned to- wards the same side as the speaker terminals as shown in the drawing. 

Three centering shims are then placed down between the \nice coil 
'G.E. Cement UTC001. 

Fig. 1. Speaker cone replacement procedures 

and the pole piece so that the shims are equally spaced around the gap. The arrangement of the shims before the insertion is shown in the illustra- tion. Celluloid centering shims are usually available in kits of \ariable 
thickness, from 5 to 8 mils. A glossy - coated paper of proper thickness cut to /" wide strips may be used in place of the celluloid shims. 

Cement is allowed to dry firmly. Then using a fine brush cement is ap- plied to the outer surface of the voice coil. The cone is then placed down on the voice coil and spider, at the same tinte threading the voice -coil leads from the spider up through the center hole of the cone. The cone should be oriented so that the two small holes face the speaker terminals. In the next step cement is applied to the center of the cone where it is 
to join the voice coil. This must he done very carefully so as not to de- stroy the, spider, and be sure, too, that 
cement does not run into the gap. After the cement has set firmly the 
cone gasket is cemented to the rim of the cone. 

Now the voice -coil leads are 
threaded through the holes in the cone and leads are soldered to the speaker 
terminals. Some slack should be left in the leads to permit normal move- ment of the cone in the air gap. Leads should be dressed so that they will not rattle against the cone. Then the voice -coil leads are cemented where they pass through the cone on both sides. Also the fine single strand voice -coil leads are cemented to the cone surface; otherwise they may cause rattle during operation. The 

centering shims are removed after the assembly is thoroughly dry. Dust cap is cemented in place, using cement at edge only. 
This procedure can he used for large and small -size cones. 

[Data courtesy G.E.I 

MULTI -RANGE WAVE TRAP USES 
A MULTI -R \NGE W.\\'ETRAP has been produced by RC 1; type 33,033; Fig. 

(Coiitinuéd on page 43) 
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CRYSTAL 
PICKUP 

Al ANY UNUSUAL 1UBE lineups are ap- 
pearing in receivers today. In the 
ECA 108 push-pull a -c/d -c receiver, 
(Fig. 1, see page 28 for circuit), for 
instance, a 6SA7 converter feeds a 
6SF7 combined i -f amplifier and diode 
detector with a standard avc system, 
and a 6SL7G dual -high -gain triode 
serves as first audio amplifier and in- 
verter which, in turn drives a pair of 
25L6 beam output tubes. 

Inverse Feedback 

An inversed feedback voltage is fed 
from the grounded voice coil to the 
low side of a %2-utegohm volume con- 
trol across 33 ohms and through .t 
100 -ohm series resistor to' control the 
degree of feec back. The tone control. 
which consists of a .002 -mid capacitor 
in series with a / megohm variable 
resistor, is directly across. the volume 
control. 

Triode Bias 

Bias for the pair of triodes is ob- 
tained by a 2200 -ohm cathode resistor 
without audio bypíiss. Bias for the 
push-pull stage is similarly obtained 
through 82 ohms. The inverter is ex- 
cited from a potentiometer of 470,000 
ohms and 18,000 ohms across the in- 
put to the first 25L6. the voltage being 
obtained from the 18.000 ohms. Be- 
cause of the high plate currents de- 
manded by the 25L6s, a pair of 25Z6G 

'rectifiers must be used. One rectifier 
supplies the power tubes ; the other, 

the rest of the set. Resistance' filters 
serve both cases. 

It should be noted that, in a re- 
ceiver with inversed feedback from 
the output transformer secondary, the 
polarity of the windings of the output 
transformer must be rigidly observed 
or the set will break into severe audio 
oscillation. 

G.E. YR8 82-1, 67-1, 67-2 

(See page 31 for circuit) 

Compact table models representing 
simplified 5 -tube design appear in Fig. 
2; G.E. VR I3 82-1: 67-1 and 67-2. 
The loop primary and external an- 
tenna circuit contains a .I11-mfd block- 
ing capacitor and 470 -ohm damping 
resistor to attenuate any resonant 
peaks in the antenna circuit. .\ 12SA7 
oscillator grid leak of 22i)111) ohms 
runs directly from oscillator grid to 
cathode instead of the usual B. A 
capacity winding is used instead of a 
grill capacitor. A 12SK7 i -f, 12SQ7 
detector -first audio and 50L6 beam 
output stages are conventional with 
the power tube plate being supplied 
directly from the 35Z5 rectifier, the 
screen grid and balance of the receiver 
from a resistance filter of 30 mfd. 2700 
ohms and 30 mfd. 

Motorola 65X11, 12 and 13 

(See page 32 for circuit) 

Motorola models 65X11, 65X 12 
and 65X13 (chassis HS -2) shown in 

Fig. 3, use a 12S)7 as an r -f ampli- 
fier in a 2 -gang arrangement with re- 
-istance coupling between r -f and 
12517 converter. An i -f wale -trap is 
placed across the converter input. The 
I2S:\7 is conventional except for a 
4.7-megohm . resistor between oscil- 
lator grid and the avc bus to supply an 
initial bias. A separate avc filter iso- 
lates the i -f stage front the r -f and 
converter; values used are 2.2 meg- 
ohms and .05-mfd. The detector and 
audio circuits are standard with a 
12SQ7 and 35L6 feeding a 5" electro 
speaker. A 35Z5 rectifier uses the 
speaker field as a series filter element, 
no resistors then being necessary. A 
25-mfd capacitor is used between B- 
and chassis. 

Garod 45APA 

(See page 32 for circuit) 

Garod's 4 -tube portable automatic 
phonograph, model 45A P \, appears in 
Fig. 4. This is an a -c job drawing 40 
watts and using a 3 -stage amplifier 
with degeneration through the second 
stage. Two equalizers are used be- 
tween the crystal pickup and the 
12SQ7 input grid; one, a parallel net- 
work of 250 mmfd and 100,000 ohms 
being connected in series with the out- 
put lead, the other operating as a bass 
compensation network (.01-mfd and 
100,000 ohms ) from the solume con- 
trol arm to ground. A tone control 
of 100,000 ohms and .01 mfd shunts 
the output of the first audio. The 
second a -f stage uses a 12SK7 in a 
triode connection with 6800 ohms 

(Continued on page 28) 
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It's the shape 

of the shimmy 

that counts! 

1 h , / 1 

o.. 

acho 'I 

dial Lights 'I 

CERTAIN radio frequencies cause consider- 
able vibration in the filament and lead-in 

wires of a dial lamp. Testing old style lamps. 
General Electric research engineers found that 
the difference in nat- 
ural frequency be- 
tween the coil and 
the lead-in wires I. 

produced a destruc- - 

tive whipping action 
which eventually - 

tore the filament 
apart. By "match - 

Old Filament New Filament ing" these frequen- 
cies in the new lamps, they permitted the fila- 
ment to vibrate without bending-and eliminated 
a common cause of lamp failure. 
This example is typical of the constant research 
which makes G -E miniature lamps the leaders 
in quality and service. Features like these assure 
satisfied customers and satisfying profits when 
you sell G -E lamps for radio dial lights and 
similar uses: 

1. Dependable, trouble -free performance. 
2. High level of maintained light output. 
3. Low current consumption. 
4. Long life. 
5. Profitable to handle. 
6. Greater dealer acceptance. 

FOR INFORMATION on prices and types of G -E miniature 
lamps, see your nearby G -E Lamp Office. Or write to General 
Electric Co., Div. 166, S-2, Nela Park, Cleveland 12, Ohio. 

GE LAMPS 
GENERAL ELECTRIC 
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"PHONO 
M OTO R 

\:,) CRYSTAL 
PICKUP 

MANY UNUSUAL TUBE lineups are ap- 
pearing in receivers today. In the 
ECA 108 push-pull a -c/d -c receiver, 
(Fig. 1, see page 28 for circuit), for 
instance, a 6SA7 converter feeds a 
6SF7 combined i -f amplifier and diode 
detector with a standard avc system, 
and a 6SL7G . dual -high -gain triode 
serves as first audio amplifier and in- 
verter which, in turn drives a pair of 
25L6 beam output tubes. 

Inverse Feedback 

An inversed feedback voltage is fed 
front the grounded voice coil to the 
low side of a %-megohm volume con- 
trol across 33 ohms and through a 
100 -ohm series resistor to. control the 
degree of feedback. The tone control; 
which consists of a .002-mfd capacitor 
in series with a / megohm variable 
resistor, is directly across, the volume 
control. 

Triode Bias 

Bias for the pair of triodes is ob- 
tained by a 2200 -ohm cathode resistor 
without audio bypass. Bias for the 
push-pull stage is similarly obtained 
through 82 ohms. The inverter is ex- 
cited from a potentiometer of 470,000 
ohms and 18,000 ohms across the in- 
put to the first 25L6, the voltage being 
obtained from the 18,000 ohms. Be- 
cause of the high plate currents de- 
manded by the 25L6s, a pair of 25Z6G 

'rectifiers must be used. One rectifier 
supplies the power tubes; the other, 

the rest of the set. Resistance' filters 
serve both cases. 

It should be noted that, in a re- 
ceiver with inversed feedback from 
the output transformer secondary, the 
polarity of the windings of the output 
transformer must he rigidly observed 
or the set will break into severe audio 
oscillation. 

G.E. YRB 82-1, 67-1, 67-2 

(See page 31 for circuit) 

Compact table models representing 
simplified 5 -tube design appear in Fin. 
2; G.E. YRB 82-1; 67-1 and 67-2. 
The loop primary and external an- 
tenna circuit contains a .01 -mid block- 
ing capacitor ind 470 -ohm damping 
resistor to attenuate any resonant 
peaks in the antenna circuit. A 12SA7 
oscillator grid leak of 22.000 ohms 
runs directly front oscillator grid to 
cathode instead of the usual 1?. A 
capacity winding is used instead of a 
grid capacitor. A 12SK7 i -f, 12SQ7 
detector -first audio and 50L6 beam 
output stages are conventional with 
the power tube plate being supplied 
directly from the 35Z5 rectifier, the 
screen grid and balance of the receiver 
from a resistance filter of 30 mfd. 2700 
ohms and 30 mfd. 

Motorola 65X11, 12 and 13 

(See page 32 for circuit/ 

Motorola models 65X11, 65X12 
and 65X13 (chassis HS -2) shown 

Fig. 3, ttsc a 12SJ7 as an r -f ampli- 
fier in a 2 -gang arrangement with re- 
,istance coupling between r -f and 
12SA7 converter. An i -f wave -trap is 
placed across the converter input. The 
I2SA7 is conventional except for a 
4.7-megohm . resistor between oscil- 
lator grid and the atc bus to supply an 
initial bias. A separate ale filter iso- 
lates the i -f stage from the r -f and 
converter; values used are 2.2 nteg- 
ohnts and .05 -mid. The detector and 
audio circuits are standard with a 
12SQ7 and 35L6 feeding a 5" electro 
speaker. A 35Z5 rectifier uses the 
speaker field as a series filter element, 
no resistors then being necessary. A 
25 -mid capacitor is used between B - 
and chassis. 

Garod 45APA 

(See page 32 for circuit) 

Garod's 4 -tube portable automatic 
phonograph, model 45APA, appears in 
Fig. 4. This is an a -c job drawing 40 
watts and using a 3 -stage amplifier 
with degeneration through the second 
stage. Two equalizers are used be- 
tween the crystal pickup and the 
12SQ7 input grid; one, a parallel net- 
work of 250 mmfd and 100,000 ohms 
being connected in series with the out- 
put lead, the other operating as a bass 
compensation network (.01-mfd and 
100,000 ohms ) from the volume con- 
trol arm to ground. A tone control 
of 100,000 ohms and .01 mfd shunts 
the output of the first audio. The 
second a -f stage uses a 12SK7 in a 
triode connection with 6800 ohms 

in (Continued on page 28) 
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CERTAIN radio frequencies cause consider- 
able vibration in the filament and lead-in 

wires of a dial lamp. Testing old style lamps, 
General Electric research engineers found that 
the difference in nat- 
ural frequency "be- 
tween the coil and 
the lead-in wires 
produced a destruc- 
tive whipping action 1, 
which eventually ... 
tore the filament 

o 

apart. By "match - 
Old Filament New Filament ing" these frequen- 

cies in the new lamps, they permitted the fila- 
ment to vibrate without bending-and eliminated 
a common cause of lamp failure. 

This example is typical of the constant research 
which makes G -E miniature lamps the leaders 
in quality and service. Features like these assure 
satisfied customers and satisfying profits when 
you sell G -E lamps for radio dial lights and 
similar uses: 

1. Dependable, trouble -free performance. 
2. High level of maintained light output. 
3. Low current consumption. 
4. Long life. 
5. Profitable to handle. 
6. Greater dealer acceptance. 

FOR INFORMATION on prices and types of G -E miniature 
lamps, see your nearby C; -E Lamp Office. Or write to General 
Electric Co., Div. 166, S-2, Nela Park, Cleveland 12, Ohio. 

GE LAMPS 
GENERAL ELECTRIC 
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6SL7 6547 6SF7 2516 2516 25Z6 2526 3 110.. 

0000000O1)O0000 

117 V ac -DC 

--SC 
NOTE 

V DENOTES CONNECTION TO ONE 
LEG OF POWER LINE 

DENOTES CNASSIS CONNECTION 'h1 .40 11 

O 

1(1.0.000 

X k 
ao..o a..o 

b 

Alignment Procedure 

In order to make a proper alignment, the following equipment Is required: 
I. A signal generator capable of providing a modulated radio 

frequency output over the frequencies required. 

2. A suitable output meter or sensitive AC voltmeter with a .1 mfd series blocking condenser. 

3. A coupling loop, made of three turns of stiff hookup wire, 
4 inches in diameter, mounted on a suitable block of wood 
or stand. 

4. A non-metallic screwdriver. 

With the receiver on and the volume control at maximum connect the signal generator to the coupling loop and bring the loop close to the receiver chassis. Adjust the signal generator output to minimum necessary to give a suitable in- dication on the output meter, which should be connected from B minus to the plate of one output tube. CAUTION: Make sure the output meter is isolated from DC by a series blocking condenser. 

With the gang condenser fully meshed, adjust the pointer so that the left . hand edge of the pointer saddle is one inch from the end of the dial frame. 

SET SIGNAL 
GENERATOR AT 

455 KC 

1720 KC 

1400 KC 

SET LOOP ADJUST TUNE 
GANG DISTANCE TRIMMER FOR 

Meshed Close 9a 

9b 

Ioa 
lob 

Fully Open Close 20a 

1400 MC Close 20b 

OPERATION 

Max. Align - I.F. 

Max. Align Oscillator 

Max. Align - R.F. 

Fig. 1 (above). F_CA 108 push-pull ac'dc set using 6SA7 converter, 6SF7 combined i-1 am- plifier and diode detector with a standard ave system. Fig. 2 ( left ). tlign ment procedure 
data for the EC.% 108. 

(Continued ,from /age 26) 

cathode bias, no bypass. This feeds 
a 50L6 with 150 ohms bias and again 
no bypass. The third a -f grid sends 
back a degenerative signal to the sec- 
ond a -f grid through .05 mfd and 470,- 
000 ohms. B power is derived from 
a 35Z5 and a 2 -section resistance filter, 
the 501.6 plate being supplied from the 
first section. The phono frame is 
grounded through a .005-mfd ca- 
pacitor-. 

[Circuits, alignment procedures and 
voltage data on the G.E., Motorola and 
Garod models appear on pages 31 
and 32.] 
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7 64 -page illustrated 

book describes many fasci- 

'. nating jobs Radio, Television, Elec- 

tronics offer, shows big kits of Radio parts I 

send you, tells how I give you practical experience 

building real Radio circuits at home ín spare tinte, how 

you make extra money fixing Radios while still learning; 

contains letters from many men I trained, telling what they 

are doing, earning. FREE. Mail - 
Coupon below! 

JP , .: 

LEROA - y I will also send you my 
Lesson, "Getting Acquainted With 

Receiver Servicing," FREE, to show you 
how practical it is to learn Radio at home in spare 

time. It's a valuable Lesson. Study it-keep it-use it - 
without obligation!. Tells how "Superhet" Circuits work, gives 

hints on Receiver Servicing, Locating Defects, Repair of Loudspeaker, 
I.F. Transformer, etc. 31 illustrations. Mail Coupon below! 

N 

SEE FOR.YpYRSE'L,F. 
AT. HoM:i 

Do you s ant a good -pay job in Radio- 
or your own money -making Radio Shop? 
Mail Coupon for a FREE Sample Lesson 
and mv FREE 64 -page book, "How to 
Be a Success in RADIO-Television, 
Electronics." See how N.R.I. gives you 
practical Radio experience at home- 
building. testing, repairing Radios with 
RIG KiTS OF PARTS I send! 

Many Beginners Soon Make Good Extra 
Money in Spare Time While Learning 

The day you enroll I stirt sending EXTRA 
MONEY JOB SHEETS. You LEARN Radio 
principles from my easy -to -grasp, illustrated les- 
sons-PRACTICE what you learn with parts I 

send-USE your knowledge to make EXTRA 
money fixing neighbors' Radios in spare time while 
still learning! From here it's a short step to your 
own full-time Radio Shop or a good Radio job! 

r 

GETTING 
ACQUAINtED 

WITH 

íze -I _J..3-hlsás-,- .!- t71..a _. 

IRA! N 
ECf1N.ICÍ11rÍ 

Future for Trained Men is Bright in 
Radio, Television, Electronics 

It's probably easier to get started in Radio now 
than ever before because the Radio Repair business 
is booming. Trained Radio Technicians also find 
profitable opportunities in Police, Aviation. Marine 
Radio, Broadcasting, Radio Manufacturing, Public 
Address work. Think of even greater opportunities 
as Television and Electronics become available to 
the public! Send for free books now! 

Find Out What N.R.I. Can Do for You 
Mail Coupon for Sample Lesson and my 64 -page 

book. Read the details about my Course. Read 
letters from men 1 trained. telling what they are 
doing. earning. See how quickly, easily you can 
get started. No obligation! lust MAIL COUPON 
NO\V in an envelope or pate it on a peons 
postal. .1. E. S.11I'I'II. I' It ES 111E\'I', IIEI"r. 
117,3. NATION.\L It.\I)I11 INS'1'I'I`l"1'íi, 
I'/ONEER 110.1I/. STUDY RADIO SCHOOL, 
1Pa.hinglon 9. D. C. 
Oar 33rd } tar of Training Men for Success in Radio 

Build Radio Circuits Like These With Kits I Send 

L 

VETERANS 
You can get this training right in your own 

home under G. I. Bill. Mail coupon. 

I TRAINED THESE MEN 
Averages Better Than S3,000 A Year 
"I now have a shop and am 
doing fine. I average better 
than $3,000 per year, and cer- 
tainly give NRI much of the 
credit."-RAYMOND F. 
DAVIS, Ashburn, Georgia. 

Made 5612 In 12 Mos. Spare Time 
"Soon after I finished my ex- 
perimental kits lessons 1 

tackled my first Radio service 
job. The neighbors were very 
cooperative. I soon had all 
the repair jobs I could handle 

time. I have made $612 in the 
months in spare time."-J. W. 
Wilmington, North Carolina. 

in spare 
past 12 
CLARK, 

oeoto.,9.0"FRIE 
Mr. 1. E. Smith. President, Dept. 7B'Z3 
National Radio Institute, Washington 9, D.C. 

to win success In Radio-and Television, Electronics. (No salesman will call. I Please write plainly.) 

Mall me FREE. without obligation, Sample Lesson and 64 -page book about how 

Age 
Name 

Address 

City State 
(Please include Post Office zone number) 

Approved for Training under GI Bill 

I 

I 

I 

I 
I 

I 
I -a 
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FOR SPECIAL TRANSFORMERS 
It is significant that, on the whole, difficult transformer jobs 
find their way to UTC. A few recent illustrations of accom- 
plishment through engineering ingenuity are shown below. 

This transformer was designed for laboratory apparatus requir- 
ing a frequency range previously unheard of ... flat within 2 
DB 2 cycles to 20,000 cycles, thisunit handles 25 watts output. 

4. 

..eye u 

it+ ,mjf# 

A manufacturer had the problem of changing his equipment from 400 
cycle to 60 cycle power supply, but discovered that 60 cycle transform- 
ers are twice as large. UTC developed a unit, hermetically sealed, that fit his existing chassis, eliminating the need for a complete rebuilding of the equipment. 

Narrow band filters are a common requirement for multiple channel tele- 
control purposes. To effect a maximum number of channels in the audio 
range, filters made by UTC employ toroid high Q coils of unique struc- 
ture. A typical special filter with 1500 cycle pass band is down 40DB at 
1400 and 1600 cycles. 

-29 
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Low power 115 volt appliances such as electric razors, fluorescent desk lamps, etc. are sometimes required to operate on 220 volts. For simplicity of installation in the application of one manufacturer, a 15 watt plug-in unit was developed incorporating both plug and receptacle.. 

The UTC engineering department is available for consultation on your design problem 

150 VARICK STREET / NEW YORK 13, N. Y 
EXPORT DIVISION: 13 EAST 40th STREET, NEW YORK 16, N. Y., CABLES: "ARLAB" 
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Fig. 2. G.E. YRB B2-1, 67-1 and 67-2 a -c/d -c five -tube receiver with loop primary and external antenna containing a .01-mfd 

blocking capacitor and 470 -ohm damping resistor to attenuate any resonant peuks in antenna. 

Circuit. Voltage Data, Parts List And Alignment Procedure for G.E. YRB 82-1, 67-1 and 67-2 

Fig. 2 a (below). List of parts for G.E. 
receivers. 

Symbol Description 

CI Ant. trimmer condenser 
C2A Tuning condenser, ant. section 
C2B Tuning condenser, osc. section 
C3 Osc. trimmer condenser 
C8 220 mmfd mica capacitor 
C9 .005 mfd paper capacitor 
CIO 220 mmfd mica capacitor 
CII .01 mid paper capacitor 
C12 .02 mfd paper capacitor 
CI3A 30 mid electrolytic capacitor 
C13B 30 mid electrolytic capacitor 
C14 .05 mfd paper capacitor 
CIS .05 mfd paper capacitor 
CI6 .05 mid paper capacitor 
C17 .01 mfd paper capacitor 
R1 22.000 ohm carbon resistor 
R2 2.2 megohm carbon resistor 
R3 Volume control .5 megohm 
R4 4.7 megohm carbon resistor 
RS 470,000 ohm carbon resistor 
R6 470,000 ohm carbon resistor 
R7 150 ohm carbon resistor 

. 128 2700 ohm carbon resistor 
R9 18 ohm carbon. resistor 
RIO 470 ohm carbon resistor 

rig. 2 b (right). Alignment data for G.E. 
models. 

ALIGNMENT PROCEDURE 

AUGNMENT FREQUENCIES 

I.F 455 KC 
R.F 17.20 and 1500 KC 

I. F. AUGNMENT 

Connect an output meter across the voice coil. Turn the 
volume control to maximum. Set test oscillator to 455 KC and 
kéep the oscillator output as low as a readable meter reading 
will petimit. Apply signal to the converter grid through a .05 
mfd capacitor and align progressively the trimmers in the 2nd 
and 1st I.F. transformer cans. 

R. F. ALIGNMENT 

Apply the R.F. alignment signals through a standard I.R.E. 
dummy antenna to the receiver antenna post. With .the gang 
condenser wide open, align the oscillator trimmer (C17B) to 
1720 KC. Change the generator signal to 1500 KC, tune the 
receiver to the signal and peak the antenna trimmer (C17A) 
for maximum output. 

PRECAUTION 

If the signal generator is A -C operated, use an isolating 
transformer between the power supply and the radio receiver 
power input. The use of an isolating capacitor is not recom- 
mended, as A -C through the capacitor will introduce hum 
modulation and/or create the possibility of a burned -out signal 
generator attenuator. 
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Fig. 3. Motorola 65).11, 12 and 13 with a 125J7 as an r-1 amplifier in a 2 -gang arrangement with resistance coupling between r1 and 12SA7. 

Circuits of Motorola 65X11, 12 and 13, and Garod 45APA 

Fig. 4. Garod 4 -tube portable with automatic phono, model 45APA. 
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FOR SALE OR TRADE -One ARC -5 re- 
ceiver. tunes broadcast. changed to 110v., 
tubes and speaker. One IIC-189 receiver, 
complete with tube., speaker, 110v. pwr. 
supply, FB for 75 phone. fair 307 A 

tubes, Want rmltters, parts or scope parts 
What have you?' Flitcraft Radio Service, 
Lock Box 327, Akrott, Indiana. 

FOR SALE OR TRADE -Weston tube 
checker »777. new, $50 or will trade for 
Rider manuals. any numbers. .1. Simrin. 
1555 Odell St., Bronx 62. New York. 

URGENTLY NEEDED -Following tubes 
for experimental purposes: 25A7G: 32L70T; 
12B8GT; 25Z6G; 117N7GT. Cases. Let 
Let me know what you have and at Wild( 
price. George 'Van Sickle. 622 Colborne 
St.. Brantford. Ont., Canada. 

WANTED - 6805 120 mla. power trans- 
former 6.3 and 3.0 volt filaments: also a 
1 -,alt bias cell with holder. State price. 
Ole 11. Tollefsrud. Gardner. N. Dak. 

FOR SALE - Brand new »900 Silver 
Tomas eonpl. with lest leads and instruc- 
tions, peter used. 550 f.o.b. Also Rider 
Chanalyst. Derfeet condition. compl. with 
set of probes and manual. $100..1. Massey. 
340 Oak Greve Ate.. Fall River, Mass. 

WILL TRADE teal home on nice lot in 
San Fernando Valley worth $16,000 for 
share In radio station. or established radio - 
sales -service business that is making 
money. AVGW1.I, 12026 Peoria St.. Roscoe, 
Calif. 

POSITION WANTED -As apprentice radio 
ten iceman with well-known shop. Would 
like training for about year under G.1. 
B111. John A. McGregor. Shannon. No. 
Carolina. 

FOR SALE - New test equipment: Solar 
CE Exameter, 535: Simpson 260 NO31. 
$29.50: RCP »664 VT voltmeter, 039.50:- 

, Dumont 16402 oscilloscope. $95: Triplett 
2113 tube tester, $39.50 and used RCA 
record changer, 110. Write for list. Life - 
tote Sound Lobs. 2013 Peoria Ave.. Peoria 
9. III. 

FOR SWAP OR SALE- Pltilco auto re- 
ceiver Alt -10 in good condition. Need 
Riders manuals G. 7. 11 and 14. .Cohn D. 
Arrington, P. O. Box 227. Iloganseille, 
Ga. 

FOR SALE OR SWAP- »311 R.C.P. 
tube checker in A-1 condition. Lester 
Schneider. 1511 W. 9th St., Brooklyn 4, 
N. V. 

WILL TRADE -Tao RC type 800 tubes. 
brand net, in cal tons. Want ohmmeter or 
5 -watt amplifier, or what have you? F. AV. 
1'astdaltus. P. O. Box 476. Linton. N. 
Dak. 

WANTED -One 'DES tuning ese assembly: 
potter tt ansltauter 115r nri.. sec: 6.3v. 
2A. 7005. center -capped. iv center tapped. 
1 filter choke. 30 HY. 200 ohms. llarold 
.Arnett. 920 S. Gordon. (Piqua. Olsio. 

FOR SALE -Two Shure stratoliner crystal 
microphones, used less than 2 weeks. $10 
earls. Cecil R. Dtalmgren, St. Louis Park, 
Minneapolis 16. Minn. 

FOR SALE - Vomax vacuum tithe c.o.r. 
meter used only about 12 times. its perfect 
condition 060. Amides, P. O Ilex 274. 
ClItraide. N. C. 

SWAP - BUY - SELL 
FOR SALE- Thordarson Pentram T-4900 
heavy duty trans. 110v. 60 cy., pr1. 2.5r, 
sec. C.T. 5v rec.. 1000 v output. $2.50. 
Philco trod. 48 D.C. super with tubes. 
$10. A. If. Knecht. 55 W. 74th St.. 
Chicago. Ill. 

FOR SALE-Hallicratter Sky Rider Jr. 
S -41G. little used. $25. Will trade fur 
home recorder with play -back unit crystal 
cutter preferred. Also hate up-to-date 
Sprayberry course of 75 lessons console,. 
Chester Wagran, 104 Beck St.. Buffalo 12 

N. Y. 

WANTED -Two or three each of the fol- 
lowing tubes: 2A7; 25B8 and 4524. Thomas 
Lusner. R.F.D. »3, Box 5, Charleston. 
W. Va. 

NOT A 
SUBSTITUTE 

WANTED - The "B" coil for Iteadrite 
551- k signal generator, 325 to 1150 lie. 
Have Universal modulator transformers. 
Taylor T-55. and other ham gear. Want 
signal tracer or meters, etc. L. A. Wolfe, 
110 9th St., Amory. Miss. 

.FOR SALE OR TRADE -100 -watt Amer- 
ican Beauty soldering irons; Taylor trans- 
mitting tubes. SIR midget meters. Want 
;;oat 16mm. (tell & Howell or Amino sound 
movie projector. G. D. Griffin, 222 Eddy 
St., Ithaca, N. Y. 

FOR SALE -2 pr. new Klein longnose 6" 
pliers. $1.25 ea.: new 200 -watt American 
Beauty soldering iron. $7.25. 51. A. 1 oiler, 
1709 N. Larrabee St.. Chicago 14, 111. 

Replace Wet Electrolytics 
with SPRAGUE TYPE RW 

When replacing wet electrolytic capacitors, use Sprague 
Type RW. They're not substitutes! They're dry electro- 
lytics of very high voltage formation specifically de- 
signed for use as wet replacements or for other difficult 
applications. Due to their extremely low power factor. 
lower capacity values give you better filtering. For 
instance, Type RW-25 rated at 25 mfds. is at least the 
equivalent of a 40 mid, wet electrolytic. They'll stand 
high peak surges. They'll handle a -c ripples -and they 
fit the standard mounting holes. Ask your jobber for 
Sprague Type RW. 

Write for the Complete Sprague Catalog listing 
Capacitors and Koolohm Resistors for every 
radio service, amateur and experimental need. 

Address your ad to: Dept. S-27 

:pgp PRODUCTS 
COMPANY° 

NORTH ADAMS, MASS. 
JOBBING DISTRIBUTING ORGA 41ZATION FOR 
PRODUCTS OF THE SÑAGUE ,ELECTRIC CO.' 

FOR SALE -"Fundamentals of Radio" by 
Everitt : "ilothematics for Electricians and 
Radiomen" by Cooke. $2 each. Majestic 
91-92 chassis or speaker cheap. O. Ti. 
Williamson, Cooper, Texas. 

WANTED-SX-2_5 in good condition. Will 
give toy S -191t plus cash, or will pas all 
cash. V. E. Nellly. 1108, S. Uherton St., 
State College, I'a. 

WANTED -A transcription player for 16" 
records at 33555 revs. Give price and de- 
tails in first letter. H. W. Smith, 407 

Arlington St., Austin 21. Texas. 

WANTED -Used Hallicrafters communica- 
tion receiver In good mechanical condition. 
Will swan new tubes in cartons and other 
radio parts. All letters answered. George 
II. Brigitte, 6 Carver St.. Fall River. Mass. 

FOR SALE OR TRADE-BC221 frequency 
nseter; Hallicrafters 939A antenna tuning 
unit from 110510E transmitter trills both 
vacuum condensers; 40 -watt speech amplifier 
(Lifetime) and spare meters. -Write for 
list. Jim Umstattd, 1318 N. Linden, Bloom- 
ington. Ill. 

FOR SALE -C -I) BN capacitor bridge: 
Sprague Interference analyzer; C -11 

p12»126 'scope: C -It 051A oscillator; 
c 230 V.O.M.; Trindell light weld and 

braze outfit. Malcolm O. Grote. 329 iron 
St.. Lehighton. Pa. 

FOR SALE -New G. E. 24v input 1000v 
350 ma. output dynamotor. l'ow'er supply: 
Sl eissner midget 3 -tube midget with he. 

coil less tubes. .Tohts C. Wirth. R.D. =1. 
Milllinburg. Pa. 

FOR SALE -Superior Xitayometer: Su- 
perior model 1130S signal generator; Su- 
perior channel atsolyzer: Ilay 0-10 ammeter: 
new Superior tube tester. $125 takes it 
all. Perfect condition. J. L. Roberts. 
Reward, Kansas. 

WANTED -Complete set of Rider's service 
manuals. Ben's Radio Service, 1726 So. 

Purdum St., Kokomo, Ind. 

FOR SALE-O.D. finish cabinet for SCR - 
211 frequency meter. Also 100th and 3000. 
150 ma. transformer. not center tapped. 
E. Harris. 3319 Catalpa Ave., Chicago 25. 
Ill. 

WANTED - Thordarson olive transformer 
T -19P65. 6000v CT 4840 CT 300 ma.; or 
T-191'68. 6000v CT 4680v CT 500 ma. 
Robert D. Foltz. 49GBT. 1214 4th Ave.. 
Sterling, Ill. 

FOR SALE -Transmitter. 2.50 -watt' output. 
built by RCA: table model Ilalllcrafter 
S-36 receiver, also 2% meter station trans- 
mitter built separately, also recorder. It. 
F. Peyton. 1031 W. 61st St., Chicago. Ill. 

SWAP -(lave test equipment. parts. sur- 
plus property and shop fixtures. W111 sell 
or swap for house furniture. communication 
receiver. 22 rifle or what have you? F. H. 
Frantz. Philadelphia, MisslssilMi. 

FOR SALE -Triplett tube checker only 
slightly used. Model 3212. 060. J. H. 
Wyatt's Radio Service. Searcy, krk. 

YOUR OWN AD RUN HERE FREE! 
Sprague will gladly run your own Trading POST ad free of reject any that do not in our estimation fit in with the spirit of 

charge in the first available issue of one of the six radio maga- this service. 
lines in which this feature appears. WRITE CAREFULLY or print. 
Hold It to 40 words or less and confine it to radio subjects. 
Sprague reserves the right to rewrite ads as necessary, or to 

.7171447^ Sales Manager 

ASK FOR SPRAGUE CAPACITORS AND *KOOLOHM RESISTORS By Narne! 
Tradentark Reg. U. S. Pat. OIT. 
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NEW PRODUCTS 

SOLAR ELECTROLYTICS WITH 
STUD -DISK AND PLATE MOUNTINGS 
A stud -disk and plate mounting device 

is now being used on all Solar type DII 
universal replacement dry . electrolytic 
capacitors. 

The design permits clamping of the 
capacitor to set chassis in a vertical posi- 
tion when type DH units are used to re- 
place old screw -base or twist -prong elec- 
trolytics. No additional chassis holes are 
required. 

For flat under -chassis mounting, the 
stud -disk is removable by bending two 
tabs. Capacitors may then be fastened 
by a universal mounting strap which is 
packaged with each capacitor. 

* * * 

STANDARD PRESSED STEEL TOOL KITS 

Seven tool kits containing 50 inter- 
changeable tools have been developed by 
the Standard Pressed Steel Company, 
Jenkintown, Pa. 

The socket screw kits, are available in 
two handle sizes, with a swivel bit - 
chuck ; contain keys for driving socket set, 
cap, Phillips and slotted head screws. 

Socket wrench kits` in two handle 
sizes and with a swivel bit -chuck, con- 
tain 6 and 12 point hex sockets from 
No. 4 up to and including '/z". 

Auto kits, in two handle sizes and 
with a swivel bit -chuck, contain those 
small tools necessary to auto maintenance. 

The home kit is a midget tool (4" 
long) with gimlet, tack lifter, square awl, 
Phillips screw driver. /" and IV flat 
screw drivers and bottle cap opener. 

r+y....-w 

RCA V -T AUDIO VOLTMETER 
\ vacuum -tube audio voltmeter, WV - 

73A, has been announced by the RCA 
engineering products department. 

Instrument, featuring a 20 cycle to 20- 
kc meter range, can be used to measure 
gain and noise level in power amplifiers 
and ripple voltages in power supplies. 
Meter can be used to locate sources of 
frequency distortion and faulty amplifier 
components in receivers, phonographs, and 
public address systems. 

The main components consist of a 
precision attenuator, three -stage high -gain 
stabilized amplifier, balanced diode rec- 
tifier, d -c microammeter, and a regulated 
power supply. 

The voltage to be measured is fed to 
the attenuator through a shielded cable 
attached to a jack on the front panel. 
The attenuator consists of an eleven posi- 
tion switch connected to non -inductive 
resistors, arranged in such an order that 
consecutive switching ranges overlap by 
10 decibels. 

From the attenuator, the voltage is fed 
to the high -gain amplifier, which employs 
a conventional feedback circuit to obtain 
stabilization and sharply reduces the in- 
put capacity of the first tube. Output 
voltages from this amplifier are fed to a 
balanced diode rectifier in order to pro- 
duce d -c for energizing the meter. 

Rectifier is designed to produce an out- 
put voltage that is proportional to the 
average \alue of the full wate, providing 
a meter reading that is said to agree 
very closely with an rats meter for all 
usual distorted wave -forms. 

* * * 

BRACH LIGHTNING ARRESTER 

A revised model of the Vis -O -Glow 
lightning arrester has been announced by 
the L. S. Brach Mfg. Corp., Newark, 
N. J. Arrester uses a sensitive rare gas 
tube in multiple with heavy conductive 
plates, forming an auxiliary air gap. 
The air gap plates do not function except 
when the current enters the antenna in 
excess of the capacity of the tube. 

,:,zb. 
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TRIPLETT VOLT-OHM-MILLIAMMETER 
A vo It-oh m-nt ill iammeter, model 2450, 

that can be used for f -m and television 
or any sensitive circuit requiring high - 
impedance measuring, has been announced 
by the Triplett Electric Instrument Coin- 
panv, Bluffton, Ohio. Has long -scale 6" 
meter with three -color markings. 

Uses two voltage -regulator tubes. 
Ranges: D -c volts, 0-2.5-10-50-250- 

500-1000 ; a -c volts. 0-2.5-10-50-250-500- 
1000; d -c ma, 0-0.1-1.0-10-50-250-1000; 
ohms, 0-1000 (midscale 10)-10,000-100,- 
1100 ; Megohnts. 0-1-10-100-1000 ; capacity 
in 1111(1. 0-.05-.5-5-50-500. 

MICROMASTER TUNING 
SIGNAL GENERATOR 

A signal generator, model 570, has been 
announced by the Premier Electronic 
Laboratories, 382 Lafayette St., N.Y. 
3, N. Y. 

Featured is the -1/icrotnaster Precision 
Dial, which contains spring -loaded split 
gears to eliminate backlash and provide 
split -cycle tuning. Frequency range, 75 kc 
to 50 inc on fundamentals and up to 150 
me on third harmonic. 

Buffer stage is modulated by an in- 
ternal 400 -cycle generator providing pure 
sine wave modulation (less than 5% 
distortion) as well as an audio signal 
for external testing purposes. Instrument 
can also he modulated by an external 
variable audio oscillator. 

- 

1 
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BRUSH MAIL -A -VOICE RECORDER 

A magnetic recording device, the Mail - 
A -Voice, that records and reproduces on 
magnetic -type folding paper blanks has 
been announced by the Brush Develop- 
ment Company, Cleveland, Ohio. Unit 
draws 27 watts in play position and 31 

watts in record position. Recording time 
is 3 minutes; turntable speed 20 rpm; 
recording 40 lines to inch. Recordings 
can be folded into any letter envelope, and 
can he erased and used o'er or filed for 
permanent record. 

J 

* * * 

LENNAN POCKET LIGHT 

A pocket light that clicks the light on 
when the bulb is pressed, has been pro- 
duced by Lennan Lights, Inc., 231 

West Olive Avenue, Burbank, California. 
Touching a release -ring (through which 
the bulb protrudes) clicks the light off. 

Supplied in two sizes: pen two cell and 
finger length one cell. 

* 

LAKE CHÉMICAL STICK FORM 

SOLDERING FLUX 

Soldering flux molded into a stick form, 
Flux -Stick, has been developed by the 
Lake Chemical Co., 607 N. Western \ve., 
Chicago 12, III. 

Form is said to be non-acid and non - 
running. Can be applied to hot or cold 
metals. 

. +_-" 
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* * * 

C -D MIDGET CAPACITORS 

\ line of flat midget capacitors, type 
ZN, is now available from Cornell- 
Dubilier Electric Corporation, South 
Plainfield, New Jersey. 

Capacitors are non -inductively wound 
with Kraft paper and impregnated with 
halowax. The leads are anchored to the 
capacitor body. 

Types include units from 3" length, 
Vi" width and s.s" thickness to that. of 

(Continued on page 3' ) 
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WITH DYNAMIC MUTUAL CONDUCTANCE 
ORIGINATED AND PRODUCED EXCLUSIVELY BY HICKOK 
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TRULY, THE HICKOK 534 IS SOMETHING 
ANY SERVICE MAN CAN BE PROUD OF... 

1. Faster testing saves time for you. 
2. Greater accuracy with. HICKOK Tube and Set 

. Testers assures better satisfied customers. 
3. These test instruments cut down your customer 

calls for rechecks. 
4. Better quality instruments increase your profits. 

Model 534-all purpose Tube and 
Set Tester illustrated above meets 

all requirements of the exacting 
service man. It has everything you 

will need-even including a com- 

plete High Sensitivity Analyzer Unit. 

OTHER HICKOK INSTRUMENTS 
OF MATCHLESS ACCURACY 

Signal Generators, With or Without 
Crystal Traceometers Channel 
Testers Oscillographs Electronic 
Volt Ohm Milliammeters Vacuum 
Tube Volt Ohm Milliammeters 

Volt -Ampere Wattmeters 

Write for catalog today,listing all technical characteristics and you will choose- 
HICKOK-the finest in Radio Test Equipment for more than o third of a century. 

THE HICKOK ELECTRICAL INSTRUMENT COMPANY 
10521 DUPONT AVENUE CLEVELAND 8, OHIO 
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So superior os to be imitated, "VOMAX" stands unequolled. It 
alone gives you the astronomically high meter input resistance so 
necessary to servicing AM, FM and TELE receivers - o feature 
not attained by. imitations. Add a total of 51 voltage, current, 
resistance and db. ranges. That's why "VOMAX" is the over- 
whelming choice of experts - be it for use or copying. Can you 
afford less than the best - when the best costs you least? 

" S PA 
QUICKEST TROUBLE 

FINDER EVER" 

says J. P. FITZGERALD 

. of hik new "SPARX" visual -aural 
dynamic signal tracer, writing from 
Madison, Wisc.: " . cannot afford 
to be without this valuable instrument 
one minute. It is the quickest trouble - 
finding apparatus I hate ever used.' 
To repair any radio you've first got 
to find the trouble. "SPARX" will lo- 
cate r.f., i.f., a.f. trouble in 30 seconds 
per tube! Think what that means in 
profits ,to the thousands of your com- 
petitors already. using "SPARX". It 
will boost. your profits, too ... 

SINCEREST OF 

FI ATTERY ' 

The true worth of "VOMAX", 
is proven not alone by over- 
whelming preference by service 
technicians, by research labor - 
atories. It gets top rating 
through the copying of its new 
inventions by at (east four 
manufacturers! No imitation 
provides the range, utility or 
universality exclusive to 
"VOMAX". Recognized by 
those "in the know", sales 'of 
"VOMAX" far exceed thóse 
of any would-be competitor. 
So, cost to you of the genuine, 
original "VOMAX" is from 
10% to over 65% lower than 
its imitations. Only $59.85 'net. 

e -nr c ,::...::.., 
-21"11,001 

"SPARX" is the same great "buy" at only $39.90 as 
"VOMAX", world's most popular, most copied, universal 
vacuum -tube voltmeter. Of matching size and style, 
thousands in use prove its vital worth to every' service 
technician interested in guarding his profits. "SPARX" 
traces signals through a receiver from antenna to speaker, 
circuit by circuit, locating trouble points, both audibly 
and visually. Its speaker switches to panel jocks for shop 
test use - another SILVER plus -value. 

Send'Post Card for Catalog for new measuring equipment, 
communication receivers, transmitters, kits, parts. See them at 
your favorite Jobber. 

OVER 36 YEARS OF RADIO ENGINEERING ACHIEVEMENT 

W9,044$144011~ 
)249 MAIN ST., HARTFORD 3, CONNECTICU-T 

OLD TIMER'S 

CORNER 

by SERVICER 

A FEW WEEKS ago the boys decided to 
hold a round-robin talk-fest at the club 
house. After tossing a few problems 
around, one of the boys asked if we had 
heard about the comparative new -comer 
in our midst, Richard Ronsten. Dick had 
returned from a stint in the Signal 
Corps with a Purple Heart and a lot of 
know-how. He had set up a small store 
back on Juneway Terrace and was even 
now, less than a year after opening, 
pushing the old timers of the town all 
around the place in the matter of sales. 

Not that he had a lot of customers, but 
he did manage to sell a lot of industrial 
equipment installations and round up a 
lot of business from the local school and 
even front some of the county offices. 

"I've heard of him, and I think he's 
crooked", said John, who was always 
blaming everything that ;vent wrong on 
the other fellow's alleged crookedness, 
though heaven knows there was not ever 
any truth to his remarks. "Nobody could 
get all that business without doing some 
thing out of the way," he concluded. 

"I've heard of hint, too, and I think 
that you are wrong, Johnny," I said. 
"You're just jealous because Dick is a 
better salesman than you, than perhaps 
everyone of us. And he's got energy to 
burn and gets around, too". 

"I suppose that energy got hint the 
Gates School installation. I suppose that 
it was only energy that got him the 
County Court House p -a installation. Or 
the County Sewerage Disposal Plant 
intercom job. . . ." 

"Don't be so hasty, John," I remon- 
strated." There are a lot of ways for 
any of us to get those jobs if-and I 
say again, IF we wanted them as bad as 
Dick!" 

"You mean he cut prices? You mean 
that perhaps he played politics?" Johnny 
guessed hopefully, for he was -loath to 
agree that Dick had really outsold and 
out maneuvered hint. 

"I mean nothing of the kind!" I said 
heatedly. "Dick is as square a shooter 
as anyone of us . . . perhaps even a bit 
squarer. I happen to know what he's been 
doing because he consulted with me be- 
fore he ever started out in the radio 
business. If you fellows will quiet down, 
I'll give you the whole story." 

"If you know the whole story, why 
didn't you sell those jobs yourself," 
Johnny demanded. "You're not so rich 
that you can afford to pass that type of 
work up. Especially the County Court 
House installation which ran into four 
figures. That's nice stoney, fellow !" 
Johnny concluded. 

"I could have gone after those jobs, 
too," I told the gang. "But in a way 1 

ant not fitted out to do that sort of thing 
any more. I lack the scan power and 
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the instruments.. Also I would rather sell 
sets and repair them than to make in- 
stallations, regardless whether they be in 
the local Gates School or the local dance 
hall." 

"Now do yoli boys want to hear how 
Dick did it, or not?" I finished. 

"We do, and it had better be good," 
'they chimed in. 

"Well, Dick came into my shop during 
that first week that he was back from 
the wars. He asked me a lot of questions 
about starting a radio store and I told 
him what I could. After all I would give 
all of you fellows a lift, why not Dick? 
He was quick to see that with his know- 
how acquired from Uncle Sam in the 
Signal Corps that he would be a whiz 
at installations. Also Uncle Sam had 
been a trifle forgetful in teaching Dick 
how to sell anything except the business 
end of a gun. Dick had installed all sorts 
of p -a systems and radio sets for the 
Army. He had had charge of the Red 
Cross hut installations. He had saved 
enough for the tools and he knew so 
many short cuts in work that he could 
actually do the work of two men himself. 

"You all remember when he opened. 
His store was small and he didn't have 
many sets on display. For that matter 
none of us had any either. But he had 
one thing that few if any of us had. He 
had a little book filled with information 
on auditorium coverage, how many watts 
were needed to cover an office, and a 
wealth of catalog sheets which he had 
accumulated. 

"He didn't wait for the manufacturers 
to send him these sheets like you fellows. 
No he did not. He wrote again and 
again and so got first hand information 
of what was available. Now many of us 
signed up with one or another house to 
handle their merchandise. Dick didn't do 
that. He went over to see the local dis- 
tributors. He told them that he was just 
starting and would they be interested in 
having him try to sell their available 
material for any installation he could 
get. Mind you, he told them it would not 
be exclusive with any one of them, only 
that he would sell what he could and 
would not stock any manufacturer's 
models. This sounded fair to the dis- 
tributors, since they didn't have the con- 
tacts that Dick said he had. And since 
the territory was open anyhow, they were 
agreeable. 

"Then Dick went around to the Gates 
School, for instance. He made measure- 
ments, he looked over the construction of 
the school building, and he went there 
while there were students in the rooms 
too. Then he went back to the store and 
figured exactly what it would take to 
cover that building itemizing the cost of 
the wire, the units, the loudspeakers and 
the fees he wanted for the installation. 

"Then armed with these facts, neatly 
typed, he approached the principal of the 
school. Naturally, the principal was only 
too glad to have the figures and he 
readily agreed that a p -a system coupled 
to a good phono-radio combination was 
just what was needed. Only there was 
the matter of the School Board to hurdle. 

"Dick told the principal that he would 
undertake to talk to the School Board 
for the principal. And he did so. lie 
showed the head of the Board what the 
installation would cost, how long it 
would take for the installation and how 
long there was a guarantee. In fact lie 
showed the chairman of the Board how 

(Continued on page 47) 

Alfred A. Ghirardi- the 
man who takes the head- 
aches out of Radio -Elec- 

tronic Servicing 

I'LL "LEND" YOU. 

THESE TWO GREAT 

ONEFSAVE RS 
For'S: Full Days.. 

Save Time -Make Twice as Much 

Money ...YOU BE THE JUDGE! 

Ghirardi's RADÍO . TRO.UBLESHOOTER'S' HANDBOOK -y 

Helps,, you repair 85% to 90% of all radio receiver 
troubles in half the usual time 

Maybe you've tried servicing short cuts be- 

fore.. NOW try the one method that really 
works-the one that pays for itself in time 
saved on the very first job! There's no magic 
about it. In this big 4 -lb. 744 -page, manual - 
size RADIO TROUBLESHOOTER'S HAND- 
BOOK, Ghirardi supplies you with a carefully 
tabulated compilation of common troubles (and 
their remedies) that account for about 90% of 
all service work on almost every model of 
radio in use today. Over 4800 models of 202 
manufacturers are carefully indexed so you 

can find exactly what you want QUICKLY! 
Saves Time on 4 Jobs Out of 5 

Just look up the snake, model and trouble 
symptom of the radio you want to repair, 4 

times out of 5, all troubleshooting and testing 

744 big 
pages! 
Only S5 

will be eliminated. More than half your time 
will be saved! 

The Handbook will tell you exactly what the 
trouble is likely to be -exactly how to repair 
it. Ghirardi passes on to you the priceless 

servicing experience obtained from thousands 
of hours of tedious troubleshooting so that you 

may save your own valuable time and make 
your work EASIER. 

Here's "Extra" Help! 
In addition, there are over 300 pages of re- 

pair data and diagrams, tube charts, tuning 
alignment and transformer data, color codes. 
etc. designed to help you repair ANY RADIO 
EVER MADE, better, faster and more profit- 
ably. Only $5 complete. 5 -DAY MONEY - 
BACK GUARANTEE. 

Ghirardi-'s. MODERN.' RADIO 'SERVICIN,G.. 

All the.Science of Professional Radio -Electronic -Television 
Servicing in One 1300 -Page Book 

Know how to make preliminary trouble checks on com- 
plicated jobs? Know how to analyze ANY circuit and its 
components quickly and scientifically? Do you know exactly 
where, when and how to use all types of test instruments 

and how to interpret their readings to track 
down the trouble? Only by truly professional train- 

ing of this sort can you hope to qualify for the 
big -money work-and especially on the more com- 
plicated new FM and Television receivers. 

INCREASE YOUR EARNINGS! 
Nowhere else can you get such training 

faster, easier and at less cost than in Ghir 
ardi's MODERN RADIO SERVICING. 
This 1300 -page, profusely illustrated hook 

brings you up to date on modern methods. 
refreshes you on any type of work that may' 
prove puzzling, prepares you for the rich 

opportunities that only servicemen having the 

true "Know How" of their profession cap 
grasp. Everything explained simply and 
thoroughly so you will understand it easily 
and quickly. 
1300 pages Only $5 complete-on our 5 - 

DAY MONEY -BACK GUAR - 
706 illus. ANTEE offer. 

r..' r i .+--,,.... . . + v r° . -°' r i ..+.++i+ 
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...r _. ` y{. YWHYNOT'HAVE A;L00K=Now ! 

o 

. 
Murray Hill Books, Ins-. Dept. S-27 

° 132 Madison Ave., New York 16. N. Y., U. S. A. 

MONEY=SAYINI 
OFFER ! .:. : 

O Enclosed find E for books checked; or O send C.O.D. 
(la U. S. A. only) for this amount plus postage. If not fully 
satisfied, I may return the books within 5 days for refund. 

O RADIO TROUBLE - O MODERN RADIO SERV- 
B$OOTER'S HANDBOOK ICING E5 (85.50 foreign) 

LetGhirardi's RADIO TROUBLE- .. $5 ($5.50 foreign) 

'SHOOTER'S:.HAÑDB,OOK save' ' MONEY -SAVING COMBINATION 
º you time on common radii, jobs. Both big books-over 2090 pages-only 89.50 

for the two (810.50 foreign), 
Let MODERN RADIO SERVIC- 

' ING train, you in scientific elec , 

Itronic servicing "Knyw.How".' 
Get BOTH_ big books at 'special. 

:price of only '$9.50. Send.. i City and Dist. No....... 
,coupon toay!.' d 

State 

.;i1,3:_ 

Name 

Address 

........ r gm 
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Whether for Pilot runs, or for 

your experimental 
use, the Web- 

ster M-15 phono assembly will 

meet most needs for a superior 

phono motor, featuring the fa- 

mous Webster motor, it delivers 

a smooth -- more than ample - 
flow 

of power. Operates on 105- 

125 V. 60 -cycle current - is 

readily adaptable to 50 -cycle 

operation. The Webster 
Im- 

proved Rim Drive and accurately 

gouged 9 -inch steel turntable 

reduce WO 
in the completed 

er. Turntable is heave 
record play with long 

ily cushioned 
flock. 

SEE YOUR DISTRIBUTOR 

MADE BY THE MAKERS 

OF FAMOUS WEBSTER J 
AUTOMATIC RECORD 

CHANGERS 

° 0...1001 

l: WEBSTER ilitCHICACO 
5610' BLOOMINGDALEA V E: 

CHICAGO, 39, .1lLIN015 
33 Ye9rs of CoiStinuous.SuceesslulManutac¡wing 

NEW PRODUCTS 
(Continued from page 35) 

1" length, Ye" width and its' thickness. 
The values range from .0001 mfd to 0.1 
mfd; d -c rated voltages from 150 to 600. 
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* * * 

SCHOTTLAND V -T -V -M KIT 

A vacuum -tube voltmeter kit, LKV- 
300, has been announced by Frederic D. 
Schottland, 104-18 Metropolitan Avenue, 
Forest Hills, N.Y. Voltage range is 
.2 to 300 a -c in five ranges. Frequency 
response, 50 cps to 50 mc. Uses one 
6AL5 ; two 6J5 and one 6ZY5G. 

Circuit features a twin -diode probe 
working into a bridge -type feedbail, 
stabilized amplifier. 

-J 

THERMADOR SOLDERING TOOL 

\ soldering tool that is said to require 
no pteheating has been developed by 
the Thermador Electrical Manufacturing 
Company, 5119 District Boulevard, Los 

J4- 

Angeles 22, California. Operating current 
is in use only through actual contact with 
metal and cools immediately. 

Standard equipment includes 1e" carbon 
tips, Therntatite transforwer, 6" of rub- 
ber -covered primary cord and 4' flexible 
cotton covered secondary heater cord. 
The voltage across the carbon rods is 6. 

Specifications : 96 watts, 50/60 cycles, 
110-120 volts a-c:length including carbon 
7", weight of tool 3 ounces, total weight 
including transformer approx. 3% pounds. 

* * * 

G. E. GERMANIUM CRYSTAL 

Germanium crystal diodes, with a safe 
forward current of .05 ampere and a safe 
back voltage of 60 volts, have been an- 
nounced by the specialty division of the 
G. E. electronics department. 

Diode can be used as a rectifier, 
modulator, detector or voltage regulator. 

Body length 23/64", diameter 7/32". 
Interelectrode capacitance approximately 
.2 mmfd. Life performance about 3000 
hours. 

Diode is reported to be extremely 
sturdy, units having been dropped 10 suc- 
cessive times to a hardwood block from 
a distance of 30" without impairment of 
performance. 

* * * 

POWRARM UNIVERSAL POSITIONER 
A universal work positioner to hold 

and position all kinds of benchwork, the 
Powrarm Automatic Positioner, has been 
produced by the Garfield Engineering 
Corporation, Kansas City, Missouri. 

Positioner is said to hold light or heavy 
work and permit turning 360n at any 

18 YEARS' ] N : RADIO 
This Ifeu< Catalog 

By This Old Firm 
Latest developments in 
rodio and electronic ports 
and devices, newest ham 
gear, gadgets to delight 
the heart of the 
experimenter, 
bargains in war 
surplus supplies. 

Buy from B -A 

Save Time 

Save Money 

Get the 
Newest 

Deal with 
This Old 
House 

RAD00,,, 
ELECTRONIC- 

FREE., 
0 há 

;,i 

BuasruMA cr 
r,_,..n..ir 

MAIL COUPON TODAY 
Don't delay, get your copy of this book. 

BURSTEIN-APPLEBEE CO., 
1012 McGee, Kansas City 6, Mo. 

Send me FREE new catalog. scevice 

I AM 
STTE CONNECTION IN INDUSTRY 

NAME 

ADDRESS 

TOWN STATE 

1 UM, O. cOb «Nub ~11. 1..011 MI. MM. MM. 1~1 d 
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SUPREME Model 576 
Oscillator. 

SUPREME Osciiiaior; cannot 
measure the wave length of 
your dollars, but they can in- 
crease the frequency by 
which they find themselves 
stopping in your cash register. 

Il 

--. 

1,74ztf . 
e 
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No 261. 
. 

....:r 
- 

SUPfE6'.E Model 561 A.F. 
and R. F. Oscillator. 

See these andother SU- 
PREME Testers at your Au- 
thorized SUPREME Distribu- 
tor. 

e 
OR, write 

for new catalogue 
No. 445 for 

complete details and 

descriptions. 

SUPREME INSTRUMENTS CORP. 

GREENWOOD, MISS., U.S.A. 
e 

EXPORT DEPT: 
The American Steel Export Co., Inc., 

314 Madison Ave., New York II, N. Y. 

angle or horizontal or axial planes and 
180° on vertical planes. Produced in both 
hydraulic and mechanical models. 

_rw'4 

* * * 

ELECTRONIC MANUFACTURING 
SPOT -FREQUENCY GENERATOR 

A spot -frequency generator, model 200. 
containing 12 pre-set frequencies, has been 
developed by the Electronic Manufactur- 
ing Company, 714 Race Street, Harris- 
burg, Pennsylvania. 

Stability is said to be assured by an 
electron coupled circuit. Attenuates to 
less than one microvolt. 

* * * 

SYLVANIA 
CATHODE-RAY OSCILLOSCOPE 

A portable -type c -r oscilloscope, model 
131, has beets announced by the radio 
tube division, Sylvania Electric Products 
Inc., 500 Fifth Avenue, New York 18, 
N. Y. 

Signal frequency range from 15 to 
40,000 cycles is provided with a tive- 
range selection control. Visual study of 
wave form is provided by a 3" cathode- 
ray tube designed for 650 -volt deflection 
plate operation. 

Sweep circuit of oscilloscope is built 
around an 884 gas -triode oscillator. Tube 
complement includes 31PI c -r tube; 
5Y3GT/G rectifier ; 7Y4 rectifier ; two 
707 amplifiers; and the 884 gas triode 
oscillator. 

*4 
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Qunningh0m . 
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Now-Quick-Reference 
Up -to -Date Tube Data 

Your Cun- 
ningham Dis- 
tributor has 
waiting for you 
this new, up-to- 
the-minute hook - 
let (1275-C) on 
Receiving Tubes 
for Television, Frl 
and Standard Broadcasting. It includes 
in condensed, easy -to -use form the 
latest data on all new tubes, revised 
data on older types, and socket dia- 
grams for the complete line. An added 
feature is the easy -reference system 
for immediately identifying miniature 
and metal types. 

You'll find this handy reference 
guide the speediest answer to many of 
your technical tube problems ... and 
you'll find Cunningham tubes the 
answer to improved customer rela- 
tions. That's because Cunningham 
tubes are built jor service. 

B.ttl n .,,...," 
1, 

,t''. '!, 
9 i 

CF 

For more service -TURN THE PAGE 

uniting am 
_gib 

Electráñ' Tubes' 
A product'of 

RADIÓ CORPORATION Of 'AMERICA. 
Harrison, N. J. 
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° FLEXIFONE 
6 -STATION MASTER,. 

II 

4% 

1 

THE LINE,. THAT GIVES YOU 

SALES LEADERSHIP TODAY1'r 

FLEXIFONE 
SPEIIKER STATIQN 

FLEXIFONE Hddeed "he 
, cos dée ?m! 

FLEXIFONE offers you two profit lines 
-Supervisor Models for small, low-cost 
systems and Executive Models for large 
installations. FLEXIFONE's smart new 
styling, quality construction, and free sales 
helps mean new business for you! .. . 

Investigate FLEXIFONE today! 

* NATIONALLY ADVERTISED in TIME,' FOR- 

TUNE, U. S. NEWS, BUSINESS WEEK, 
MODERN INDUSTRY, AMERICAN BUSI- 
NESS and other best -read magazines. 

OPERADIO MFG. CO., DEPT. 5-2, 

Gentlemen: ST. CHARLES, ILL. 

Please send us the profit story on FLEXIFONE 
Executive and Supervisor intercommunication 
systems. 

Name 

Address 

City State 
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HOWARD W. SAMS ANNOUNCES 

RADIO SERVICE CLINIC 

A radio service clinic section offering 
a consulting service for service shops. 
dealers and jobbers has been announced 
by Howard W. Sams & Co., Inc. The 
section will be conducted at 2805 E. 10th 
Street, Indianapolis, Indiana, where some 
3,000 square feet of floor space are being 
laid out and equipped with all the facil- 
ities of a modern service shop. The reg- 
ular Photofact activities will be conducted 
at 2924 E. Washington Streets Indian- 
apolis, Indiana. 

The new section will function as a 
clinic for service routines. Time charts, 
parts costs, suggested parts inventories, 
consumer charges and printed forms will 
be among the many subjects that will be 
analyzed by the clinic. 

The service will be offered to sub- 
scribers of Photofact Folders who are 
members of the Howard W. Sams In- 
stitute. The Institute has been very active 
in solving a variety of Service Men's 
problems, having offered thus far thou- 
sands 'of replies to technical questions, 
schematic diagrams and information, rec- 
ommendations and advice covering re- 
placement parts, receiver troubles, etc. 
The Institute has also prepared four 
monographs; "How Much Is Your Labor 
\North?" (4 parts) ; "Accounting Proce- 
dures for Radio Service Engineers" (5 

SALE! 
ON 

TEST INSTRUMENTS!' - STANDARD BRANDS - 
TRIPLETT SIMPSON SUPREME 1 

DUMONT RADIO CITY PRODUCTS 
McMURDO-SILVER SPECO, etc. 'u 

IMMEDIATE DELIVERY from STOCK 

S 

A 

L 

TUBE TESTERS SIGNAL GENERA- 
TORS VOLT-OHM-MILLIAMMETERS 

SIGNAL TRACERS VACUUM 
TUBE VOLTMETERS OSCILLO- 
SCOPES ANALYZERS COMPLETE 
TUBE and SET TESTERS. 

SPECIAL BUY! 
12" P.M. SPEAKERS 

Alnico S magnet. 6-8 ohm v.c. b0' 95 
12 watts capacity. Made by s 
General Electric Each 

MANY OTHER VALUES! 
Boxed antenna kite -74c. 

Lots of 6 each $ .69 
Replacement loop antennae -39c. 

10 for 3.50 
5" 1000 ohm dynamic speaker 1.85 
5" P51 speakers, 1 oz. alnico 5 1.65 
Detrola automatic record changers 18.26 
35ZSOT tubes, boxed. Lots of 10 

each .63 
#30 RCA tubes. boxed. Lots of 10 

each .74 
12SQ7C'1'. boxed. Lots of 10, each .83 
All -ware nolee-reducing antenna sys- 

tem-with matched coupler 5.58 
8 -tube portable electric phonographs 27.50 
Chromium plated microphone stand 

---85" 6.70 
12" polished walnut speaker battle 4.80 

SEND FOR NEW 1947 CATALOG! - FREE ON REQUEST! - 
Please Send 25% Deposit 

with C.O.D. Orders 

SCENIC RADIO 

S 

A 

L 

E 

& ELECTRONICS CO. 
53 Park Place Dept. S New York 7. N. Y. 
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'.All standard types, 
Write for the new, 

- Amcon catalog. ° 
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AMERICAN CONDENSER CO. 
''°4410 N. 'Rávenswoód Ave.,'Chicago 40, Illinois 
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THE JACKSON. 

Model 645 AC -DC 

ELECTRONIC 

VOLT -OHM - MILLIAMMETER 
is the instrument for you. Here are 
the condensed specifications. 

Both A.C. and D.C. volt ranges are 
Electronic. This provides maximum 
sensitivity and overload protection for 
all A.C., D.C., and ohms ranges. 

Meosures resistance up to 1 billion 
ohms (I thousand megohms)-and as 
low as 2/10 ohm. 

3 million ohms per volt sensitivity on 
0-4 volt D.C. range. Constant input 
resistance 12 megohms on all D.C. 
volts ranges. 
Over 4 million ohms per volt sensitivity 
on 0-1 volt A.C. range. Input resistance 
of 4.4 megohms on all A.C. ranges. Flat 
frequency response between 50 cycles 
and 200 kilocydes. 
Meter cannot be damaged by acciden- 
tal overload on any' electronic range. 
Electronic overload protection on all 
A.C. and D.C. volts, and ohms ranges. 
Variations in line voltage do not affect 
accuracy within the range of 100 to 125 
volts. Equipped with ballast control 
tube and self -compensating circuits. 

Contains 3 tubes (6X5GT/6K6GT/ 
7N7), neon regulator, 1-41/2 volt bat- 
tery and ballast; self-contained, fur- 
nished with the instrument. 

Meter ranges- 
A.C. Volts: 0-1/4/10/40/100/400/1000 
D.C. Volts: 0-4/10/40/100/400/1000 
Ohms: 0-1000/ 10,000/ 100,000/ 1 meg/ l Omeg 

/ 100meg/ 1000meg 
M.A.: 0-1/4/10/40/100/400/1000 
Decibels: Minus 30 to minus 5/minus 10 to 

plus 15/10 to 35/30 to 55 

Either positive or negative D.C. volt- 
meter indications instantly by means of 
reversal switch. Signal Tracing type 

. test lead, isolation resistor in probe. 

Dimensions -81/2" x 81/2" x 6"-Unit 
welded steel case, grey morocco finish. 

JACKSON 
Fine Electrical 

Testing Instruments 
JACKSON ELECTRICAL INSTRUMENT CO. 

DAYTON, OHIO 

parts) ; "How To Make Radio Cabinet 
Repairs" and "flow To Increase Your 
Business." 

The clinic will not only concern itself 
with a -m equipment but frequency modu- 
lation and television. .** 
LEON ALPERT NOW HEADS EASTERN 

AMPLIFIER 

Leon Alpert has purchased a 50% in- 

terest in Eastern Amplifier Corporation, 
794 East 140th Street, New York 54, 

N. Y. and has assumed complete supervi- 
sion and control of general management. 

Leonard A. Meyerson has retired from 
Eastern Amplifier and resigned as presi- 
dent. 

Walter E. MacDonald has been ap- 
pointed general sales manager. 

Leon Alpert 

* * * 

GENERAL TRANSFORMER SERVICE 
MANUAL 

A service manual and parts list cover- 
ing models of Porta Power has been pre- 
pared by General Transformer Corp., 
1264 \V. Van Buren St., Chicago,I11. 

* * 

MALLORY VITREOUS ENAMEL 
RESISTOR FOLDER 

An 8 -page engineering data folder, 
VER -1146, describing vitreous enamel 
resistors, has been released by P. R. 
Mallory & Co., Inc., 3029 E. Washington 
St., Indianapolis 6, Ind. 

The data folder contains detailed de- 
scriptive text regarding Mallory vitreous 
enamel fixed and adjustable power re- 
sistors; fixed tab, adjustable and ferrule 
construction in commercial types, and 
Mallory type RN fixed resistors in tab 
construction. 

Detailed specifications for each type in- 
clude resistance values, ratings and di- 
mensions and all other essential technical 
information on construction and perform- 
ance. 

* * * 

SOLAR EXPANDS CAPACITOR 
REPLACEMENT LINE 

Some 63 new ratings have been added 
to the line of Solar DY twist -prong elec- 
trolytics. The expanded line includes high 
capacitance and multiple voltage capa- 
citors of values hitherto generally un- 
available. 

Capacitors are described in Solar leaflet 
ES -102, available from Solar Capacitor 
Sales Corp., 285 Madison Avenue, New 
York, N. Y. 

* * * 
G.E. TELEVISION COURSES 

First of a series of two-week television 
courses to acquaint distributors with the 
technical aspects of television installation 
and service were recently presented by 
the receiver division c,f G. E. 

Some 25 service managers and person- 
nel representing distributors in present 

(Continued on page 48) 
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New Double -Duty Tags 

Build Customer Confidence 

Here's one of Cunningham's business aids 
for you-a double -duty repair tag that 
will keep you and your customers straight 
on charges and work done. The tag is per- 
forated so that the bottom section, carry- 
ing your name, may be used as a claim 
check. When the job is completed. you 
can file away the top part as a permanent 
record of repairs and for maintaining 
your prospect list. 

You'll find these inexpensive repair tags 
will sell your customers on your depend- 
ability ... just as the dependability of 
Cunningham tubes contributes to your 
prestige. 

For more sales-TURN THR FAGé 

UNDIDI am 
Electron Tubes 

A product of' ' ' 

RADIO. CORPORATION OF AMERICA,' 
Harrispn, N. J. 
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Servicemen' - NET COST. 
These 4 Popular JFD Kits hove everything - 

needed for 25%, of all radio service work. 

B25A Belt Kit. Assortment of 25 Dial 
Belts in Metal Container. Includes 
FREE 64 -page JFD Servicemen's Man- 
vat, listing belts for more thon 1500 
set models. 
770 Ballast Kit. Contains five JFD 
Improved Aircooled AC -DC Adjust- 
able Ballasts. Suitable for more than 
95% of a ballost tube replacements. 

A Great New 
TIMESAVER 

For Rodio Servicemen! 
FOUR Basic Radio Service 

Kits in ONE Package 

COMBINATION Lisf Price $33.35 

JFD "BASIC -KIT" 

For Radio Servicemen 

Storting a Repair Business 

For Established Radio 

Servicemen Who wont to 

Save Time and 'Energy 
° 

. 
' J.F:D.' MANUFACTURING'. CO.. 

5C25 Dial Cable & Cord Rack. 
Confoins 5 Metal Spools of fast- 
moving diol cables and cords. 
BP -100 -MC Plug Assortment. 100 
rodio battery plugs, in 25 different 
popular types. Sturdy Metal Contoin- 
er. Includes FREE Battery plug folder 
with technical data and schematic 
diagrams of oll plug types. 

=4.109-4123, FT.- HAMILTON, PARKWAY': BROOKLYN 19, N.. Y:.. 

WARS 
WORMS FINE:ST 

AND FASTEST,SELLING 

Here's Your Newest Profit Builder! 
A striking, three-dimensional display which 

catches the eye of every customer. It's 
completely assembled, ready to place on 

your counter and bring in easy, extra sales. 
You pay only for the four fast moving mod- 

els mounted. The display itself is FREE! 

Model" 61-7 
PROFIT BUILDER 

LIST $22.00 
Each of these models: is engineered 

and equipped to fit every car!' 

i i 

A791 A 

Every \t'ard model Ias been tested and ap- 
proved bycar and radio set manufacturers .., -your proof of quality inside and out., 

1 

THE WARD PRODUCTS CORPORATION 1523 E. 45th STREET, CLEVELAND 3, OHIO 

EXPORT DEPARTMENT: C. O. BRANDES, MGR., 4900 'EUCLID AVENUE, CLEVELAND 3, OHIO 
IN CANADA: 'ATLAS RADIO CORP., 560 KING STREET, WEST, TORONTO, ONTARIO, CANADA 

SIMPLIFIED FOLDED DIPOLE 
F -M AND TV RECEIVER ANTENNA 

AN F-IsI OR TELEVISION receiving antenna 
cart be constructed with FTR 300 -ohm 
leadip_wire K-1046. 

Requiring between 5' and 10' depend- 
ing on the frequency, this antenna, a T 
match type, consists of a 300 -ohm cable 
which is a half wavelength long. It is 
shortetl at both ends and has a one con- 
ductor cut in the center as the input or 
leadin point. 

To make up the antenna, the cable is 
shorted first at both ends by stripping 
the insulation for a short distance and 
twisting the two conductors together. 
Then they are soldered and an insulating 
lacquer spread over them to weather- 
proof the connection. These shorted ends 
also provide a means of supporting the 
antenna without effecting the character- 
istics of the transmission line. 

Then the leadin is connected to the 
midpoint of one conductor. This operation 
requires a little more caution since the 
width of the cut must exactly equal the 
conductor spacing of the leadin. The cut 
is made just clear of the inside of one 
conductor exactly at the midpoint. Suf- 
ficient insulation is removed from the two 
ends of the conductors thus provided so 
as to enable the leadin to be connected to 
them. The connections are soldered and 
lacquered and the assembly is now ready 
for mounting. 

The antenna is mounted by simply 
suspending it on to an insulating material, 
such as wood, using the two exposed 
short circuited ends as means of support. 
For maximum signal pickup the antenna 
should be as high off the ground as 
possible. However when an outdoor an- 
tenna is either impractical, (due to, 
climatic conditions), or unnecessary, the 
antenna can conveniently be placed under 
the rug or behind a piece of furniture. 

The antenna shown in Fig. 1 was 
designed for f -m reception and is there- 
fore 58 long. 

< 29" 

1 

CONNECTIONS 
TO BE 

SECURELY 
SOLDERED 

Fig. 1. Structural drawing of the f -m antenna 
using a 300 -ohm leadin cable. 

SIGNAL -GENERATOR AID 

A small size capacitor arranged with clips on 
the terminals saves time when aligning receivers_ 
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REPLACEMENT.CONTROL 

SELECTOR 

, Saoe-4" .9,, 

* It's now a cinch to pick the right 
Clarostat control for any other brand 
type. 

' Here's a handy cross-index listing of 
standard controls-wire-wound, com- 
position -element, tapped, fixed -shaft 
and Ad -A -Shaft. dual -composition, 
power rheostats, and L- and T -pads. 
The Clarostat controls are arranged 
numerically according to types. 
Wherever other brands have corre- t. 

sponding types, same are indicated 
in parallel columns. 

Printed on handy cards, strung to- I 

gether to hang on convenient nail or 
hook, this Replacement -Control Selec- .} 

for will save you untold time, trouble 
and guessing in picking the right con- 

' trot, every time. 

L.i 

GET YOURS TODAY! 
Ask your Clarostat distributor for the 
Replacement -Control Selector. He'll 
gladly give you one. Ask for latest 
Clarostat catalog. Or write us direct. 

CIAROSTAT MFG. CO., Inc. 285.1 N.6t0 St., Brooklyn, N.Y. 

SERVICING HELPS 

(Continued from page 24) 

Fig. to (above). Schematic of multi -range 
wave trap with a range of 450 to 2100 kc. 

1 (a). The unit has an approximate 
range of 450 to 1,200 kc. 

On sets with a low -impedance input 
(few türhs on primary of antenna coil, 
with a d -c resistance usually less than 
10 ohms) the trap (parallel type) is 

connected Miseries with the antenna : 

Fig. 1 (b). 
Where the input impedance is high 

(large number of turns on primary of 
antenna coil, with a d -c resistance of 

`-1.t. D .- ` 
°ie. lT/ J ctrl 

SERIES WAVE TRAP, r 
CORRECTED IN 5 
PARALLEL WITH 
ANTENNA 

PARALLEL WAVE 
TRAP CONNECTED 
IN SERIES'WITM 
ANTENNA . ' 

RADIO WITII=i 
MGM- 

IMEDANCE Q INPUT I ,; 

G- _J: 

Figs. lb (above left) and a (right). In b 
appears the connection for a parallel wave 
trap connected in series with the antenna, and 
in c appears a series wave trap connected in 
parallel with antenna; the b connection is for a 
receiver with a low -impedance input, while 
the c connection is for a receiver with a high - 

impedance input. 

10 ohms or more) the trap (series 
type) is connected in parallel with the 
antenna; (Fig. 1(c). 

There are many ways in which the 
trap can be connected. For 450 to 760 
kc (Fig. 2), for instance, the antenna 
lead is removed from the receiver and 

(Continued on page 44) 

Fig. 2: Wave trap connection for 450 to 760-kc 
range. 

TO RECEIVER 
ANTENNA 
TERMINAL 

DYERNAL* 
JUMPER 

urn;. horn 

ElEC1R RON 

1Ec1.' 

Your Name Out Front 
on a Cunningham Sign 

ME4SE flAR DARD'StREt 1915 

' 

I 

{>vnnin om : 

j Efeetroll Tubes. 

R,4D/0 RÉPA%ip 

I.DEALERS IMPRINt: 

Catch customers' eyes-and their busi- 
ness-with this new blue and orange 
outdoor sign that ties your name up with 
Cunningham tubes and their 30 -year rep- 
utation. The 3 V x 15 -inch hanging metal 
pendant will give your name the promi- 
nence it should have along the street. 

Arrange with your Cunningham Dis- 
tributor today to get one of these signs 
so that you can "hang out your shingle" 
and cash in on Cunningham tubes. That's 
an easy way to build customer confidence, 
because Cunningham tubes are built for 
service. 

For expert guidance -TURN THE PAGE 

uoñiñ°gharn' 

Electron iuóes 
. A product of 

RADIO CORPORATION OF AMERICA 
- Harrison, N. J. - 
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E. H. Rietzke, President of CRE1, invites 
You to Write for this 

Significant Analysis of 
Job Opportunities in 

Radio Electronics 

IV EVER..'RA 0/ 04144 
os 

onts 'to 'Ho ílO'nA,N dvance o ed His Qó .1 

/yTa-r'6 
7 IT-isÉ rfq:- / 

The Story Behind This Interesting 
Letter You Will Want to Read .. . 

Oar advertising agents, realizing that vital 
changes are taking place in the radio industry, 
asked me to give them a factual report of the 
unprecedented job opportunities created by the 
almost unbelievable 'expansion' of the radio 
industry. 

My letter to them contains some pertinent 
viewpoints on the subjects of COMPETITION - INDUSTRY EXPANSION - OPPORTU- 
NITIES. These are first-hand observations 
based on my own experiences . . a great 
deal of time spent in. the field and constant 
contact with leaders in the radio industry. 

The immediate reaction of our agency upon 
reading this letter was that it contained so 
much inspiration and information that it should 
be reproduced for thousands of radiomen to 
read. Therefore, this unusual advertisement 
to invite you to send for, and read, this letter. 

It is doubtful if many radiomen realize the 
actual things that are happening. That is why 
I think you will want to read this letter. 
You are invited to send for your personal copy 
today. 

President, CRP! 

CAPITOL RADIO 
ENGINEERING INSTITUTE 

Washington 10, D. C. 

NAIL COUPON FOR FREE COPY. NO OBLIGATION 

I Capitol Radio Engineering Institute 
16th and Park Road, N. W., Dept. 5.2 

I Washington 10, D. C. 

LCITY ZONE STATE 

44 SERVICE, FEBRUARY, 1947 

MUM iMIF 

Gentlemen: Please send me FREE, Mr. E. 
H. Rietaké s Analysis of Job Opportunities 
in Radio -Electronics. 

NAME 

POSITION AGE 

ADDRESS 

SERVICING HELPS 

(Continued from. page 43) 

connected to terminal, E, on the wave - 
trap. A short connector is connected 
between trap terminal, B, and receiver 
antenna terminal, A. Then terminals, 
A and B, are interconnected with a 
jumper lead. 

For the 450 to 760-kc range trap 
terminal B can also be connected to re - 

maw 

1 

~TORECEIVER ' 
'NTENNA TERMINAL 

O RECEIVER 
GROUND TERMINI'. 

Fig. 3. Wave trap connection for 450 to 760-kc 
range. 

ceiver antenna terminal, A, and trap 
terminal A connected to receiver 
ground terminal, G; Fig. 3. Normal 
antenna and ground connections on re- 
ceiver should not be disturbed. 

Dual Range Connections 

Figs. 4 and 5 show other methods 
that can be used to cover the 760 to 
1,275-kc and 1,275 to 2,100-kc ranges. 
In Fig. 4, C goes to ground for the 
1,275 to 2,100-kc range and D goes to 

Fig. 4. Method of connection of trap for the 
760 to 1275-ko and 1275 to 2100-kc ranges. 

o 

TO RECEIVER 
ANTENNA 
TERMINAL 

TO RECEIVER - GROUND 
TERMINAL 

ground for the 760 to 1,27S-ke range. 
Trap terminal B goes to receiver 

antenna terminal. A. and trap terminal, 
C or D, to receiver ground terminal, 
G, as required to give the correct 
range. Do not disturb normal an- 
tenna and ground connections on re- 
ceiver. 

In Fig 5, for the 1,275 to 2,100-kc 
range C goes to B; for the 760 to 
1,275-kc range, D goes to B. 

Antenna lead is removed from re- 
ceiver and connected to terminal, E. 

CHANCELLOR 

TUBES 
Individually Boxed -Fully Guaranteed 

024 í93 
1 L4 .80 
IR5 .47 
IS5 .40 
2B7 .44 
3A4 .51 
304 .55 
3056T .96 
6B8G .71 
6C8G .80 
6H6GT .71 
6J5GT .54 
6K60T .56 
6P5GT .52 
61170 .53 
6SA7GT 
6SC7OT 

6SD7GT .. 163 12S07GT . 

6SFSGT ... .50 24 
6SK7GT .. .59 25L6GT 
68N7GT .. .61 25Z6GT , 

6SS7GT ... .44 26 
6V6GT ... .71 27 
6V70 .48 321 70T ... 
6X5GT .53 35W4 
12AH7GT . .78 46 
12AT6 .... .84 5085 
128A6 ... .84 S0L6GT 
1213E8 .. 1.02 58 
12SA7GT . .68 70L7GT 
12SFSGT . .45 76 
I2SF7GT . .65 85 
12S170T .. .50 1I7L7GT 
12SK7GT . .59 117N70T 

.68 12SL7GT . .68 117P7GT 

.61 12SN7GT . .61 I17Z3 

6.59 
.49 
.71 
.61 
.45 
.36 
.e6 
.63 
.57 
.84 
.71 
.42 

1.24 
.47 
.45 

1.14 
1.37 
1.37 

.11 

This offer good until March 15th, 1947 - 
subject to prior sale. 

Minimum Order $10.00 - 25% Deposit. 
Balance C.O.D. 

Department 252 

RADIONIC 
EQUIPMENT COMPANY 

TRIBUNE THEATRE ENTRANCE 

170 NASSAU ST., N. Y. 7, N. Y. 

WOrth 2-0421 

Write for FREE Radio Parts Catalog No. 47. 

J 

"Servicing by Signal Substitution" 

Learn about this modern dynamic approach 
to radio servicing with ONLY BASIC TEST 

EQUIPMENT. 
... Fully described in a 120 page book 
available from your Precision Distributor or 
factory at 35t. 
... Schools ore invited to inquire regarding 
quantity orders Irons our Educational Division. 

PRECISION 
APPARATUS COMPANY INC. 

ELMHURST 1, N. Y. 
Manufacturer. of Fin. Test Equipment 

RADIO TELEVISION ELECTRICAL LABORATORY 



CONCORD 
Bargain Catalog of 

RADIO 
Equipment ° 

FOR 

Immediate Shipment 

COROJ. ' 

ara,uliby í941 

AO\OV0.O-S 

. 

o 

' RADIO 
'PARTS SETs 

TESTERs 

SPECIAL VALUES 

HAM GEAR 

AMPLIFIERS 

RECORD 
CHANGERS 

PLAYERS 

THOUSANDS OF ITEMS! 

OUTSTANDING VALUES! 
Just off the press -48 exciting 
pages of radio parts, equipment, 
and supplies for dealers, service- 
men, amateurs, maintenance, 
testing, building and experiment- 
ing-Thousands of items NOW 
IN STOCK and ready for IMME- 
DIATE SHIP/ LENT! Big feature 
sections of Radio Sets, Commu- 
nications Receivers, Amplifiers, 
Replacement Parts, Ham Gear, 
Record Players and Portables, 
Record Changers and complete 
Sound Systems. Page after page 
of bargains in top-quality stand- 
ard -make radio parts and elec- 
tronic equipment. 

Moil Coupon NOW for FREE COPY 

Mail coupon below TODAY for 
your FREE COPY of this latest 
Concord Buying Guide and Bar- 
gain Catalog of Radio needs 
you can order for SAME DAY 
SHIPMENT from complete 
stocks in Chicago and Atlanta. 

RADIO CORPORATION 
LAFAYETTE RADIO 'CORPORATION 

CHICAGO'7, ILL. ' ATLANTA ,3, GA. 
901 W. Jackson Blvd. 265 Peachtree St. 
I 

.. 

CONCORD RADIO CORP., Dept. 5-27 
901 W. Jackson Blvd., Chicago 7, III. 
Yes, rust, FREE COPY of the new Concord 
Bargain Catalog. 

Name 

Address 

City. State 

on trap. A short connector is installed 
between trap terminal, A, and receiver 
antenna terminal, A. Then trap ter- 
minals, C and B or D and B, are inter- 
connected with a juniper lead to give 
the required range. 

EAU wave Nap schematics courtesy RCA] 

Fig. 5. Trap connections for two ranges: 760 
to 1275 kc and 1275 to 2100 kc. 
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WIRE TO POSITION NUTS AND 
WASHERS 

Difficulty is often experienced in placing nuts 
and washers on the threads of a bolt which is 
located under radio wires and parts. 

The use of a piece of soft bare wire will 
speed up such work. 

One end of the wire is placed on the end 
of the bolt and the other end of the wire is 
slipped through the holes in the nut and the 
washer. 

The nut and washer are then guided ¡long the 
wire to the bolt. 

NEWCOMB AUDIO DISPLAY 

r 

.11111. 

o. 

Newcomb Audio Products standard model (H 
series) and deluxe model (K series) amplifiers 
displayed at the recent Los Angeles West Coast 
Electronics Manufacturers Association Show. 
Newcomb is located at 6824 Lexington Avenue, 

Hollywood 38, Calif. 

'JOHN RIDER SAYS... 

The First 

Impression 
"Have you ever visited 
the pretentious offices 
of a professional man- 
or, for that matter, any _ 

establishment which 
was clean, orderly, obviously well con- 
ducted and bespoke affluence-a business 
which catered to the higher income 
earners? There is hardly a human being 
who does not develop certain favorable 
mental reactions under such conditions. 

"As the client or customer-you feel 
that you'll pay for what you're getting- 
maybe a bit more than you would have to 
pay elsewhere-but it's probably worth it. - 

You're inclined to think: the individual 
n,us, be good to afford such a layout! Even 
when you feel that you're paying more 
than you might elsewhere-you take pride 
in doing business with such a man or such 
a store ... the air of the place-the cour- 
tesy tendered makes you sell yourself. It 
accomplishes effects never possible 
through advertising alone. That first im- 
pression is extremely important. Are you 
arltivatíng such an approach iu your shop?" 

I 
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CAPACITORS 
and 

RESISTORS - 

/.9 u y 1 j i L . 

',milk the 

AEROVOX 
MODEL 76 3RI,GE 

- 1 

.. DEALER'S .NET 

°44'5\J 
61 A twist of the knob ... the positive 
wink of the indicator eye ... a glance 
at the.big, easy -to -read dial through the 

precision pointer .. , another glance of 

the multiplier switch-and you've got 
your capacitance or resistance reading. 
Power factor and leakage readings olso 

available with equal simplicity. Checks 

for shorts and opens. It's all done in a 

jiffy-yet with real accuracy. 
Thot's what you get in the Aerovox 

Model 76 Capacitance -Resistance Bridge 

just emerged from the Aerovox Engineer- 
ing Laboratory in response to the de- 

mond for a simple, accurate, moderate - 

priced instrument for use in service shop, 

laboratory, or out in the field. You jt.st 
can't afford to get along without it in 

this fast-moving postwar ero! 

Ask your Aerovox distributor or write us 

for the "Jiffy Checking" descriptive bul- 

letin. Hove your distributor show you 

this instrument and try it for yourself. 
You'll want to lake one with yóul 

R RADIO -ELECTRONIC AVD72 

INDUSTRIAL -APPC0 
AEROYOXCORP.,NEW UEDFORD,MASS.,U.S.A. 

á`pert:13E.40thSt., New York16,N.Y. Cable: 'ARLAB' - 

In Canada: AEROVOX CANADA LTD., Hamilton, Olt. 

TUBE NEWS 
(Continued front page 22) 

twin triodes, beam -power amplifiers, 
duplex -diode high -mu triodes, h -f 
power triodes, u -h -f amplifier triodes, 
twin triodes, sharp cut-off u -h -f pen- 
todes, remote cut-off u -h -f pentodes, 
ti -h -f diodes and triodes, and full -wave 
and half -wave rectifiers. 

These tubes have been made for fila- 
ment and heater ratings of 1.4 to 117. 
The majority of the tubes are for 1.4 
and 6.3 volts. Plate supply for these 
tubes vary from 45 to 250. The 1L4, 
1R5, 1S4, 1S5, 1T4, 1U4, 3 \4, 3A5, 
3Q4, 3S4, and 3V4 all are filament 
type tubes. 

The 1 -type tubes are for 1.4 v ; 3 - 

type tubes for 1.4 and 2.8 v; 6 -type 
tubes for 6.3 v; 12 -type tubes for 12.6 
v: and the 9000 -series are for 6.3 .. 

The prefix numbers of the rectifiers 
also indicate the cathode voltage; 
35\íV4, 35 volts, 45Z3, 45 volts,, etc. 
The exception to this rule is the 1654 
half -wave rectifier which operates, with 
mly 1.4 volts. 

The screen -supply voltages that can 
he used with these tubes vary from 
45 to 180. For instance, the 1L4 r -f 
amplifier pentode will operate with 
'ither 67% -or 90 volts on the screen, 
while the 6AK6 power -amplifier pen- 
tode and the 6AQ5 beam -power anlpli- 
tier operate with a screen supply of 
180 or 250 volts, respectively. 

On page 22 appears a quick reference 
chart identifying the various miniatures. 
A chart of socket connections for these 
tubes will appear in the March issue of 
SERVICE. 

(All data supplied through the courtesy 
of the Tube Department, RCA) 

TIRE TUBE TO PROTECT METER AND 
PREVENT CASE SLIPPING 

Smooth -surface slipping of pocket-size indicat- 
ing meters can be prevented by use of a strip 
of tire tube. 

With test leads attached it is very easy to 
pull the meter from a smooth bench top since 
the case is also smooth. The rubber strip 
arranged as illustrated gives traction to the 
case and prevents this possibility. 

Section of tire tube can be so placed to pro- 
tect the meter glass face when not in service. 

TELEVISION 
(Continued from page 16) 

tube the beam is checked, so that with 
no charge on the target, it does not 
quite reach the target and returns to 
the- base of the tube. However when 
the target contains positive charges in 
the form of an image enough electrons 
will be attracted to the back of the tar- 
get to neutralize the positive charges 
while any remaining electrons will turn 
and go to the electron multiplier in the 
base of the tube. This return beam 
tt-ill now be of a varying intensity due 
to the loss of some electrons on the 
target, and this variation will be in 
proportion to the original image 
focused on the tube. The return beam 
tvil1 be attracted to the multiplier sec- 
tion where it will strike the first 
dynode. From this point the action is 
very similar to that of the 931. The 
output of the multiplier section of the 
tube can be fed into the input circuit of 
a video amplifier and used to modulate 
a television transmitter. 

. 7A -e'' 

. HOUSE =O.F A. I 

. MILLION'RADIOPARTS. 

HELPS TO SERVICEMEN 
69-K it of 50 assorted size and color push 

on knobs 53.93 
78-Kit of 50 assorted size knobs screw -on 3.93 #87-Kit of 100 assorted push -on and screw 

type knobs 6.90 
«96-Kit of 20 Trimmers and Padders .96 
# 15-Kit of 100 Trimmers and Padders 3.93 #51-Kit of 50 Assorted Terminal lugs-I to 

6 lugs 1.95 
1121-Kit of 100 by-pass and buffer condensers 

520 value 5.82 «42-Kit of 50 wire wound resistors 5 to 25 
watt 4.92 

Complete line of tubes, record changers. amplifiers - Everything electronic carried In stock. Write for 
catalog No. 88. 

SOUND EQUIPMENT CO. 
-913 Jefferson Ave:, TOLEDO 2;0H10 

TUBES 50% off 
PARTS 

SOUND AND AMATEUR 
EQUIPMENT 

SPECIAL RATES TO 
INDUSTRIALS AND 

SMALL MANUFACTURERS 

"Serving the Serviceman" 

CENTRAL ELECTRONIC SUPPLY CO. 
Incorporated 

203 W. 4th; Owensboro, Ky. 
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OLD TIMER'S CORNER 
(Continued front rage 37) 

easy it would be to take advantage of 
certain short-wave lessons being broad- 
cast from Boston and some other places. 
All this had a bearing on the sale. In 
the final analysis, Dick did a bangup job. 

Dick Got the Job 

"But he was not through. The head 
men demanded more information on the 
short-wave teaching that was going on, 
according to Dick. So Dick got on the 
long distance phone and had a complete 
curriculum back here in 24 hours. And 
to clinch the argument, he invited the 
whole Board to a demonstration of what 
was being taught by setting up a short- 
wave receiver in the school office and 
bringing in the program for all to hear. 
That did it. 

"Dick got the job. He told me he 
made about $600 for a two weeks' work 
period, which is not bad. So when you 
say that Dick got the jobs through pull 
or by being crooked, you fellows are just 
pulling the wool over your own eyes. 
Dick's just a natural-born salesman. 
And above all, he's very thorough, and 
not a bit afraid of work. 

"When he goes after any job he really 
does a lot of preliminary work and 
surveying. He knows every corner that 
can be cut, and he knows every expense 
that normally one would run into in the 
installation. That sort of salesmanship is 
too rare to be turned down. 

"So if you fellows want to keep up 
with Dick-who I predict will be a 
member of the local Chamber of Com- 
merce before we're a year older-you 
had all better get on your respective 
horses and ride like the wind.... That's 
the only way that you can catch Dick. 
let alone pass him I" 

ALUMINUM VOICE COILS 

Aluminum -foil based voice coil recently devel- 
oped for loudspeakers. 

(Courtesy C.E.) 

Correction 

In the cover diagram of January, 
SERVICE, the plate and the grid return 
of the first i -f transformer should have 
been connected to B+ and ground, 
respectively. 

.d, 

tbdÓRROWI$.P&0 á 

TEST INSTRUMENTS 
Compact - Accurate - Priced Right! 

Jeweled Meter Range Selector Switch 
All multipliers bridge tested for 1% accuracy 
Zero adlustment-built in batteries 
Molded bakelite case only 3-15/16' x 

2-7/8' x 2- 

--i io.. 

., ...,.- 

MODEL 450A 
Volt-Ohm- 
Milliammeter 

A fine instrument having a 

sensitivity of 1000 ohms per 
volt. 
Ranges: Volts DC, 

0-5/10/50/500/1000; 
Mills DC, 0-1; 

ttlFv`1 Ohms full scale. 
0-5000/50,000/500,000; 

Ohms center scale, 
30/300,3000. 

NET complete with batteries 9.75 

MODEL 451A 
AC -DC 

Volt - Ohm - 
Milliammefer 

A dependable instrument of 
wide utility-sensitivity 1000 
ohms per volt. 
Ranges: Volts AC, DC, and 
Output Ranges, 
0-10/50/100, 500/1000; 
Ohms full scale, 500.000. 
Ohms center scale, 7200. 

10E - 

NET complete with batteries 1 3.6 5 

MODEL 451B 
Same instrument as above but has 2500 ohms per volt 
sensitivity. 
NET complete with batteries 1 5.1 5 

;-1 

ti 
g 

.a 

MODEL 452A 
Volt -Ohmmeter 

A superb 'nstrument-100 
microampere meter gives 
10000 ohms per volt sensi- 
tivity. 
Ranges: Volts DC, 

0-10/50, 100'500/1000; 
Ohms full scale, 

0-2000/20,000/200,000!2 
s/ \tees; 
di, Ohms center scale, 

30/300/3000/30,000. 

NET complete with batteries 13.65 , 

;. MODEL 312 
Volt - Ohm - 
Milliammeter 

An economy pocket meter 
featuring a 2' moving vane 
meter. 
Reads: AC -DC volts, 

0.25/50/125,250; 
out., , o. O Mills AC -DC, 0-50; 

:,sx r- rá Ohms, 100,000; 
_o syr.0 ó Os,.o mfd..05-15. i .lacks provide range selection. 

NET Complete with cord and plug 6.00 
CONDENSER SPECIALS 

Guaranteed first quality. 
"The best at the lowest price" 

Mfd. Voltage Net 
10 25 270 
25 25 360 

100 25 520 
10 50 320 
8 150 32/ 

16 150 421 
20 150 440 

20/20 
1505 

700 

30/20 150 
100/30 150 

20 250 
S 450 

16 450 

880 
940 
590 
440 
640 

STOCK 

DELIVERY , 

0;._ 

Here's Your Opporturs ty'sto,' 

Start.Your .Owm'. 
RADIO SERVICE . 

. 

SLOP - 

Complete Starting -in -Business 
Package Stock, of ,,,. 

TEST É-OUIPMEN.T $35 fl 
TUBES, PARTS, TOOLS 

Act quickly! Meet Ihe,peni`up demand for 
radioservice. Turn your special servicetroining " - 

info a profitable business of your own. Nefuss. 
No worry. Here's everything you need-$350 . 

up. Details upon request. Write, wire or`phone: 

PHILCO BEAM OF LIGHT 
Selenium cell only, no holder, postpaid 1 PO 

(Puts new life in Philco Changers.) 

"One with every car radio service job" 
Emergency trouble lite. 
12' cord reaches any- 
where on car. 
Insert plug in cigar 
lighter on any cur. 
Gives light-where 
needed-when needed- 
a "natural" for installing 

and servicing car radios 
-use it-sell it to your 
customer-for added 
profit. 
1 lighter lite in boz2.50 
I dozen 1 88 ea. 
2 dozen 1 67 ea. 
4 dozen 1 SO ea. 

. SHORT WAVE RECEIVERS 

IIALLI CRAFTI RS S-38 39.50 
S40 (RItPLAC1°P S20R) 79.50 
H 1M6IARLLIND 1i 129X 161.40 
SPEAKER IN MATCHING CABINET.... 11.85 

29% deposit required on all C.O.D. orders. 
2% transportation allowance on orders of 525.00 
or more accompanied by payment in full. 

'SEND FOR FREE 

BARGAIN BULLETIN 

o K14IUSUPPLY &'' 
ENGINÉERING_CG., Int.,, 
126.SELDEN AVE. EíRQIT l, A51CH. ' 
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MPflE PANY 

MANUFACTURING -COMPANY 

. tfaee/íed'ece in c ectrlán/c4 
RADIO' RECEIVING TUBE DIVISION 

NEWTON, MASSACHUSETTS CHICAGO 

' .. and put .Raytheon tube.s in 
my set.please." That's the cus- 
tomer specifying "Raytheon"-a 
name he knows to be synonymous 
with quality and :dependability._ 
Stock Raytheon tubes to keep 
yotir customers happy ; to keep 
your business, growing. 

. 

EASILY ADJUSTABLE FOR THE JOB 

ADJUSTOHM RESISTORS 
Seven Stock Sizes from 10 watts to 200 watts 

Send for 
Catalog D-2 
Gives handy data 
and Information 
so various types 
re Walston and 
attssstats mail- 
able from stock. 

You can often save time, work and money 
by using WARD LEONARD ADJUSTOHMS. Re- 
sistance can immediately be adjusted to the value you 
need ... or tapped ... on the job. Besides . . 
you know these Resistors will give the finest service 
because they are WARD LEONARD quality. 
Available from Authorized Distributors Everywhere 

WARD LEONARD ELECTRIC CO. 
53E W. Jackson Blvd., Chicago 4 
Radio and Electronic Distributor Division 

WARP LEONARD 
RELAYS RESISTORS RHEOSTATS 

Electric control devices since 1892 

NEWS 
(Continued front page 41) 

television areas attended the sessions. 
Among the topics covered were a thor- 

ough analysis of the salient features of 
a television receiver, factors which in- 
fluence the design of receivers, tubes, 
television signals, components, future en- 
gineering trends, power supplies, antenna 
and transmission lines, installation ad- 
justments and trouble shooting. 

t {.. . 
, . 

. 

i ry i 
.. y =1,1- 

Instructors who directed the television training 
course, left to right: K. Fowler, N. L. Parkin- 

son, H. B. Lippert and B. Anthony. 

s * s 

WALCO CATALOG 
A 4 -page folder describing sapphire. 

ruby and precious metal needles, and il- 
lustrating needle displays and other mer- 
chandise helps, has been prepared by 
Electrovox Company, Inc., 31 Fulton St., 
Newark 2, N. J. 

s * 

SCHELLSCHMIDT MECK AD HEAD 
Richard H. Schellschmidt has been ap- 

pointed advertising manager of John 
1lleck Industries, Plymouth, Indiana. 

* 

OHMITE OHM'S LAW CALCULATOR 
A pocket-size Ohm's Law calculator 

has .been produced by Ohmite Manu- 
facturing Co., 4877 Flournoy Street, Chi- 
cago. 

The calculator provides direct readings 
in ohms, volts, amperes and watts. It 
also supplies answers to parallel resistance 
and series capacitance problems and will 
multiply, divide and find squares and 
square roots. 

All computing scales are printed on one 
side. On the opposite side are a com- 
position resistor color code and catalog 
number of stock resistors and rheostats. 

Cost of calculator is 25 cents. 

0$ MITE odwsc^cco,-a 

* * * 

ALUMINUM SOLDER CORP. TO MAKE 
SWISS DEVELOPED ALUMINUM SOLDER 

Exclusive manufacturing and distribu- 
tion rights in North and South America 
for an aluminum solder, Prolyt, which uses 
no flux or flux substitute, developed by 
\Valter Schaffner and Herman Grunauer, 
Swiss engineers, has been acquired by the 
Aluminum Solder Corporation, 10 East 
52nd Street, New York City. 

The solder was processed for Handex 
kG, Zurich, Switzerland, during the war. 

f i 
HARKAVY JOINS INSUUNB 

Victor M. Harkavy has joined the In- 
suline Corp. of America and will be in 
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charge of new product development and 
design. 

Mr. Harkavy was formerly assistant 
division chief of the Crystal Research 
Laboratories, Hartford, Conn. 

* * * 

SCENIC RADIO CATALOG 
A 16 -page catalog describing signal 

generators, tube testers, signal tracers, 
meters, capacitors, record changers, pick- 
ups, etc., has been released by Scenic Radio 
and Electronics Co., 53 Park PI.. N. Y. 7. 

* * * 

DERBY CO. NAMED HALLICRAFTERS 
SERVICE CENTER IN CHICAGO 

John M. Derby Company, 151 East 
Erie Street, Chicago, Illinois, have been 
appointed Hallicrafters service center in 
Chicago. 

* * * 

JOHN H. MILLER APPOINTED WESTON 
ENGINEERING VICE PRESIDENT 

John H. Miller has been named vice 
president and chief engineer of Weston 
Electrical Instrument Corporation, New- 
ark, N. J. He succeeds W. N. Goodwin. 
Jr., who, although retired, has been re- 
tained as an engineering consultant. 

* * * 

PEERLESS TO HANDLE TUNG-SOL 
NEW YORK WHOLESALE SALES 

Peerless Radio Distributors, Jamaica. 
Long Island, have assumed ownership of 
the New York warehouse and distribu- 
tion plant of Tung -Sol Lamp Works, Inc., 
at 71 Murray Street, New York. M. D. 
Fine and Charles Shankman are co - 
owners of Peerless. 

The Peerless warehouse at 92-32 Mer- 
rick Road, Jamaica will be used as the 
main office and major distributing point 
of Tung -Sol lamps. 

Mac Natovitz will be in charge of the 
New York office. 

* * * 

RCA RECEIVING TUBE BOOKLET 
A 16 -page booklet "Receiving Tubes 

for Television, F -M and Standard Broad- 
cast" has been issued by the Tube De- 
partment of RCA. 

Booklet contains characteristics and 
socket connections of all tubes includ- 
ing television projection and direct -view 
kinescopes. A chart classifying tubes ac- 
cording to their functions and cathode 
voltages also appears in the booklet. 

Booklet is available at 10 cents a copy 
from RCA tube distributors or Com- 
mercial Engineering, Tube Department, 
RCA, Harrison, N. J. 

* * * 

RCP INSTRUMENT CATALOG 
A 24 -page catalog, No. 129, describing 

a variety of test instruments' has been 

otOXFORD 
SPEAKERS - --- _ nr%no" 

r,, ' 
----r}i`~ /'=' ,. 

ACROSS THE COUNTRY! 

WHILE one does not think of speakers spread out across the 

landstill if the OXFORD SPEAKERS already sold to over 77 leading 

radio receiver firms for their 1946-1947 line were laid end to end. 

they would reach almost from Philadelphia to Richmond! And at the 

end of this year, they should reach nearly three times that far. 

THAT'S a lot of loudspeakers, and attests to the excellence of 
their construction and their unquestioned popularity. The Jobber 
who knows this fact, can stock up on OXFORD SPEAKERS with the 

foregone conclusion that he can meet every requirement any customer 
can bring. And he can do it without a "special speaker.' For the 

OXFORD SPEAKER line is designed to give the "Maximum Customer 

Coverage with only the average Jobber stock pile. 

THAT'S why the better Jobbers heartily endorse the statement 

that OXFORD SPEAKERS are the ALL JOBBER'S CHOICE! 

*OXFORD SPEAKERS/ALL JOBBERS' CHOICE 

(Coming soon: The New O.ford Catalog. Write for your free copy.) 

Coo/right. OXFORD ELECTRIC CORPORATION. t941. 

OS/AJC 

ól0l 
ALL IO99ER7 CHOICE 

OXFORD ELECTRIC CORPORATION 
3 9 1 1 SOUTH MICHIGAN AVE., CHICAGO 

published by Radio City Products Com- 
pany, Inc., 127 \Vest 26th Street, New 
York City. 

Instruments described include portable 
and counter type tube testers, ntultitest- 
ers, v-t-v-nt, signal generators and tube 
and set testers. 

Reiner instruments are also described : 

a -c and d -c volt -milli -ammeter, square - 
wave generator, multipliers and shunts, 
etc. 

* * * 

RADIONIC EQUIPMENT 
COMPANY CATALOG 

A catalog, No. 47, listing parts, record 
changers, p -a systems, test instruments 
and meters, tubes, etc. has been released 

by Radionic Equipment Co., 170 Nassau 
Street, New York 7, N. Y. 

* 

WELLS RELAY MANUAL 
A 9 -page manual describing a variety 

of relays has been released by Wells Sales, 
Inc., 4717 W. Madison St, Chicago 44, 
Illinois. 

Engineering information includes coil 
resistance and voltage, contact data, sensi- 
tivity and insulation. Dimension and 
price data are also supplied. 

' OLSON CATALOG 
A 48 -page pocket size catalog has been 

published by Olson Radio Warehouse, 
Inc., 73 East Mill Street, Akron, Ohio. 
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filament -Dropping Resistor Chart 

c. 10,000 

by E. B. MENZIES , 

3 6 9 12 Í5 18 24 30 36 WATTS AT .3 AMPS 
FOR WATTS AT .15 AMP ' DIVIDE BY 2 
FOR WATTS AT .075 AMP D VIDE BY 4 

10 100 
VOLTS ACROSS RESISTOR 

1000 

Chart that provides values of filament -drop- 
ping resistors for a -c/d -c receivers. The 

"volts across resistor" is equal to the line 

supply minus the total of the heaters and dial 

lamps. This chart is correct for the stated 

value of heater current. Resistance values 

will be too high if the supply to the rectifier 
plate is also drawn through the filament - 

dropping resistor. 

SERVICEMEN! - DEALERS! 
SEND FOR OUR LIST OF AVAILABLE 

TUBES and PARTS 
M. V. MANSFIELD CO. 

937 LIBERTY AVE. PITTSBURGH 22. PA. 

GET TEST EQUIPMENT AT: 

IN S1111, 
RRD 1O`. ,... 

"T& EtE(TROnIcr {0 Inc " 
.122.124 DUANE ST..., NEW 10ÁK 1. N. Y. -_ BArch) 11I89 . 

In ' PHILADELPHIA - - - it's ALMO 
TRY US FIRST! 

ALMO RADIO COMPANY 
509 ARCH STREET - PHILADELPHIA 6. PENNA. 
Lo -3-0513 Lo -3.4559 

6' A. C. SILK CORD, with Bakelite Plug 10e 
POWER TRANS., 120 8111. with both 6.3. 2.5, 5v. Windings $4.50 
4 -TUBE, 8 -WATT AMPLIFIER (less Tubes) $16.50 
14" DYNAMIC SPEAKERS 57.50 
6" R.C.A. AUTO SPEAKER. with O. P 52.45 
TUBES (all Guaranteed), uncartoned, 50 and 10% Off. 
PHONO. MOTORS, rlm-driven, 9" 53.80 
ASTATIC PICKUPS, L-72 (3.5v. output). list $8.50, uneartoned $3.75 
SHURE CARTRIDGES (list 55.50), uneartoned 52.25 
3 TUBE PHONO AMPLIFIER, less tubes and speaker $9.50 

Radio Parts Co., 232 W. Delaware, Toledo, Ohio 

CRITICAL RADIO TUBES 
MOST TYPES IN STOCK 

50L6 S .75 INS $ .90 ' 25Z1 $ .68 
3525 .58 IRS 1.10 11723 1.10 
117L7 1.60 6K7 .68 12SÁ7 .90 
12SQ7 .75 32L7 1.33 I2SK7 .... .75 

BRAND NEW. IN SEALED CARTONS, 100% GUARANTEED 
REPAIRMEN and DEALERS: Write for complete Ilst and dIMeunts. 

RADIO EXPERTS 178 EAPSATTERSON 
4 

33rd STREET Dept. S 

RADIO WHOLESALE REPAIRS 
JUST SEND US THE RADIO PREPAID. WE REIIti4IR AND 
RETURN C.O.D. YOU ADD MARKUP AND DELIVER. 
WE FIX THEM ALL. 48 HOURS SERVICE. OUR LOW 
PRICES MEAN MORE MARKUP PROFITS FOR YOU. 
SHIP THAT RADIO TODAY. . . . 

YOUR RADIO DOCTOR - - 397 MELROSE STREET 
BROOKLYN 6. N. Y.. 
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AUTO SETS 
(Continued from haw 191 

a oise is heard with the engine running, 
the vibration of the motor through the 
car may be causing an intermittent 
contact of some part in the receiver, or 
it may be a case of engine noise. 

\Vith practice, the various types of 
noise can be recognized. Disconnect- 
ing the antenna and finding that the 
noise remains usually indicates a faulty 
set or an ignition -suppression job. For 
example, an open capacitor from am- 
meter to dash, or poorly made connec- 
tion, or a similar fault in the generator 
capacitor bypass circuit could be re- 
sponsible. Sometimes ít's merely a 
matter of getting a good clean contact. 
There may be considerable grease and 
dirt in the vicinity of the generator. 

A poor antenna or no proper ground- 
ing of the shielding may cause the set 
to be excessively noisy. The fitting of 
the antenna cable plug into the radio 
must be made properly. Noise at high 
engine speeds may show a faulty gen- 
erator which needs a commutator 
cleaning job or new brushes. Noise 
heard with the car in motion may be 
due to tire static. Noise suppressors 
in the hub caps. or metallic painting on 

the tires, ntay help in getting rid of the 
noise. 

Finally, with regard to replacement 
of vibrators the circuit should be 
checked carefully with an ohmmeter 
before installing a new vibrator. 
Otherwise, the replacement may be 
damaged. If buffer capacitors are re- 
placed, use the same capacitance rating 
that was used originally and a "1 oltage 
rating equal to or greater than the 
original. 

Servicing auto sets is a dirty, back- 
breaking and often quite laborious job. 
If possible, enlist the aid of a worker, 
who may be relatively Unskilled, to do 
the heavy work while you supervise 
operations and bench repairs. Func- 
tioning efficiently in this type of work 
is important if costs to customers are 
to be kept reasonably low and profits 
reasonably high. The work is often 
more difficult than servicing home mod- 
els, but can be more profitable. For 
one thing, car owners are usually in a 
better position to pay any necessarily 
higher repair costs. 

Service manuals covering the vari- 
ous auto sets are necessary, as much a 
part of the job as a screwdriver-they 
save time. Every step of the servic- 
ing operation should be studied to find 
ways of getting the set out of and back 
into the car with a minimum of effort. 

And, of course, a good working knowl- 
edge of electrical and radio principles 
is mandatory for success. This means 
more than mere book study which is 
not enough for the average individual 
but may be adequate for the occasional' 
exception; it means technical training 
either through correspondence with a 
suitable school, or resident study. Usu- 
ally, for the working man, the corre- 
spondence school is more practical and 
less costly. Books help and should be 
available for reference.' 

s Mallory-Yaxley Technical Manual. 
Ghirardi, Modest Radio Servicing. 
Pender, Electrical Engineer's Handbook 

(Power). 

MECK RECORD PLAYER 

Illlll 
rll'Il 

Table model record player, model 3A6 -P8, re- cetly developed by Meek Industries. Unit 
using an electronic amplifier, crystal pickup and 4" electrodynamic speaker, in 11" wide, 4" 

high and 15" deep: 

,. 

SOL UTELL' 
' o. - q ' ' 

015011'S New 

c -r- 
I 

-- 

r 

14" 

"0 
. 

ae4u[7[K e6 Deliéteua 

E UTS 

The treat's on Olson-and what a treat! A big Half - Pound Tin of Planters famous 
Jumbo Peanuts-fresh, plump and tender! 
It's FREE to Olson customers. Why not be on Olson customer and get our free gifts, 
os well as really good radio parts? 

If you do not have our 

CLIP., 
and MAIL'` 

'. 

"Gift -of -the -Month" 
Just fill out and mail the coupon below, and you're a member of Olson's FREE Gift -of - the -Month Club. No dues, we pay the gift bill! No obligation. 
This month, o $10 purchase brings you one 
half -pound tin of Planters Peanuts FREE; a 
$20 purchase brings you TWO tins, etc. 

latest Bargain Catalog, paste this coupon on a postcard and mail today! 

RADIO WAREHOUSE, INC. 
1 

1 

1 

1 

73.E. MILL ST., DEPT. 72, AKRON, OHIO 

Please enroll me in Olson's Gift -of -the -Month Club and me your catalog. If I order this month, 
Planters Peanuts as offered above. 

NAMF 

ADDRESS 

LC1TY 

I will receive 
send 
free 

STATF 
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LAKE 
JOTS AND FLASHES 

Amplifying Systems - ° Excellent- .. 

n 1 7- d e- 
algoed, cornpact 
a m pll Oers, 

I Ideal for 

e ;:LAKE SENIOR 
students, 
profession- 

- 

al enter- 
'i t a mers, 

home.. fac- 
t 

III, orlep, 
°YJo; ', 3 ' schools, 

1 ' . 1 
y 

, '1 , { 1 etc. Per- 
a , nr fect for I:1'4 

0 . o1'i`,RI voice 
u' . , o ,,l. m u s teai 
t o o. J L. ; lnetru- 

men t s, ' Al' , ' ,, i pickups 
i_I1,J t 

o i.' 
', and con- 

tact tact mt- 
- crophones; 

clear, rich 
tone; heavy 
plywood in 
luxurious 

' 
1.-.4'' 'e leather - 

-ti_ e e d 
stream- 
lined port - 

As listed below: able 

Watts Inputs List Your Cost 
A 16 4 3110,00 564.68 

'. A35ll 15 3 97.50 52.86 
Al2 12 2 87.50 51.46 
A 8 9 3 87.50 51.45 
A 8 6 4 75.00 44.10 
A 5 5 2 60.00 35.28 
AO -DC 8 3 75.00 44.10 
Model 

HAWAIIAN ELECTRIC GUITAR 
Beautiful black plastic, trimmed with chrome. 

t3" scale. 434 octavos of playing range. List 
350.00. Your Cost 329.40 

DELUXE 

PHONO 

CABINET 

Covered in lax 
urioue, gentdne 
brown leather 
ette, has de 
luxe brass 

hardware througnout, made completely of ply 
wood with brown plastic handle, has padded 
top and bottom. Motor board 14" x: l4 4". 
Overall dimensions 16" L x 15" W x 8" H. 

Your net price $8.95 
Portable Phono 
graph Case of sturdy 
durable plywood, in 
handsome brown 
leatherette finish. 
Inside dimension 

-i -161/2" long, 14" wide. 
'9W high. Has blanl 
motor board. As it 
lustrated. Speáalis 
priced at 

$6.95 
Also blank table cabinets of walnut veneer in 
the following sizes, with speaker opening 

front side: ('Note: '7 has center speaker 
grill.' 

MI - 8Yi" L a 51/2" H x 4" D 31.95 
e2 -104"L a 6%" Hx5"D 32.75 
58 -13t/2" L x 7%" H a 64i" O $3.25 J/7'-IO3" L x 7" H x 5/s" D 52.50 

'Speaker Opening in center of front side. 

All types of radio cabinets and parts are 
available at Lake's Lower prices. A large 
stock is listed in our catalog. 

SERVICEMEN- RETAILERS 
Write today for our new, illustrated 
16 -page catalog NR -116. It's free. Get 

on our mailing list. Dept. D. 
Write far cur SPECIAL CATALOG en micro 

oboors, amplifiers sod sound equipment. 

Lake Radio Sales Co. 
615 W. Randolph Street 

Chicago 6; ̀111. 

QUITE A DISPLAY OF TELEVISION SETS 
appeared during the recent Furniture 
Show in Chicago. Most of the models 
featured 6"x8" direct -viewing screens and 
provided for a -In and f -m reception. G.E., 
Stewart -Warner, Crosley, Stromberg- 
Carlson, Bendix, Motorola, Emerson. 
Howard Radio, Farnsworth and RCA all 
liad representative models at the show. 
The G.E., Crosley, Motorola and Farns- 
worth sets are expected to make their 
appearance in the early Spring. The 
RCA sets, of course, are already on the 
production line. The other models are 
expected to appear during the late Fall. 

A. R. Hough has succeeded Arthur 
L. Pollard as the Weston representative 
in Tennessee. . . . Hutchins Industries, 
Inc., Chicago, are now the national sales 
representatives for the Vocal -Aire sound 
system which is being manufactured by 
Dilks, Inc., Norwalk, Conn.... Dorman 
D. Israel, vice president in charge of 
engineering and production of Emerson 
Radio has received the War Department 
Certificate of Appreciation. . . . The 
Ward Products Co. has become a division 
of the Gabriel Co., automobile snubber 
manufacturer. Ralph Wiesenberger and 
Harry Wiesenberger, Ward president and 
vice president, respectively, will remain 
with Ward which will keep its identity 
and be operated as a division of Gabriel.... 
Harry DeSimone has been named division 
manager of the metropolitan New York 
and New England territory óf Telex, 
Inc. . L. D. Allen, 201 East Water 
Street, Syracuse, N. Y. and Marshall T. 
Ball, 75 Niagara Street, Buffalo, N. Y., 
representing Electronic Associates, will 
cover all of New York State except New 
York City for Radio City Products Co., 
Inc. . National Carbon Co., Inc. has 
opened a plant at St. Albans, Vermont 
for the production of flashlight cases... . 

Hutchins Industries, Inc., 325 W. Huron 
Street, Chicago, have been named to rep- 
resent the Hoffman Radio Corp., Los 
Angeles. . . . Nate Hast, for the past 
several years merchandising manager of 
the Lear Home Radio Division, has 
opened his own sales office in Chicago 
as a national radio and appliance sales 
and merchandising specialist. . . J. P. 
Kay, Kansas City, Mo., recently received 
a Hamilton gold watch for his Aeropoint 
needle sales record during 1946 from 
Burton Browne, president of Aeropoint. 

Ray Hutmacher, former with Ma- 
guire Industries, Inc., has formed a sales 
unit, The Salescrafters, Inc. at 510 N. 
Dearborn Street, Chicago. . . The first 
in the new series of leaflets devoted ex- 
clusively to amateur components has been 
issued by Sun Radio and Electronics Co 
Inc.. 122-124 Duane Street, N. Y. 7. 
N. Y. . Harry E. LeRoy is now 
director of manufacturing for the RC \ 
Victor Division. Mr.- LeRoy was for- 
merly general plant manager of the RCA 
Products Department. ... Charles O'Neil 
Weisser has become sales manager of 
Emerson Radio. He was formerly sales 
promotion manager.... Another phono- 
graph record manufacturing plant has 
been built by RCA at Canonsburg. Pa. 

The Sampson Co., 3201 S. Michigan 
Avenue, has been named exclusive dis- 
tributor in the Chicago area for Aero- 
point needles. 
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What Kind of Tubular Paper Capacitor Do You .Need? 

The MALLORY Line 
of capacitors is really 
lVALLI 

MY makes 75 different paler tubular capacitors to supply 

your ` eNery need" and for your conveitence. Thev range in 

rating from 400 colts to 1600 volts-and in size from %" x 1" to 

1%"x2%". 

'I hese paper tubulars are divided into two broad categories-wax 
impregnated and oil impregnated. Both are hermetically sealed to 

provide against atmospheric penetration. Roth are carefully factory - 
tested so \ on get all the quality that Mallon puts into them. 

Get the complete story front your Mallory Distributor or from the 
Mallory Catalog. 

YOU EXPECT MORE AND GET MORE ... FROM MALLORY 

complete 

You save a lot of time if you check 
the Mallory Catalog for replace- 
ment parts as you need them. Do 
you have a copy? If not, see your 
Mallory Distributor. 

P, R. MALLORY'& CO,Ir ce VIBRATORS ... VISRAPACKS'... CAPACITORS ... VOLUME MA CONTROLS ... SWITCHES ...1 RESISTORS ... FILTERS 
RECTIFIERS... POWER SUPPLIES. 

neg. U. S. Pat. OR. 

APPROVED PRECISION PRODUCTS 
P. R. MALLORY'S, CO., Inc., INDIANAPOLIS 6, INDIANA 
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OVERWHELMING 
ACCEPTANCE... 
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because they're 
Radio -Engineered for 

1 Extra listening hours 

THE VERY FACT that RCA Batteries are 
designed for radio by radio engineers, 

is the reason why dealers and servicemen 
everywhere are turning to RCA Preferred 
Type Radio Batteries for greater profit and 
customer satisfaction. 

Each radio -engineered battery type has 
the right capacity for the current drain of 
the sets it is designed for. And all "A -B" 
types are engineered so that both sections 

e 
Flashlight Portable A's Portable B's Portable AB's 

TUBE DEPARTMENT 

deliver effective voltage for the full life of 
the battery pack. 

Add this to the fact that RCA is the great- 
est name in radio, and you'll understand 
why the smartly packaged and competitively 
priced RCA Radio Batteries lead the way_ 

today. You can get your stock conveniently 
and quickly from the same RCA Distributor 
who supplies you with RCA tubes, parts, 
and test equipment. 

Farm A's Farm B's Farm AB's Industrial 

RADIO CORPORATION of AMERICA 
HARRISON,- N. J. 


